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No matter what your experience level, if you are ready
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The perforn1ance package you can handle.
Certified to international standards.
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SkysailJlr
Official PublicatioriOf The
Hang Gliding Federation of Australia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL) . Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor 's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authbrs in respect of their
contribution .

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the followinlJ month's
Issue!) for contribut!.ons, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members ·
please quote your number ,7,otherwise a
charge of $5 per ad is applJcable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysallor contributions should be sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph: (066) 280356
Bam-Bpm
Keep the articles comingll
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in . It can be a black and wh ite,
colour photo or slide .
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return .

For information about ratings , sites and other
local matters, contact the appropriate state association/region or club.
Southern Region NSW
27 Porter Ave
Mt Waringal NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
Sec. Harry Docking
Tres. Debbie Nathaniel
Safety & Training :
Mark Mitsos
Jo McNamara

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472888
PRESIDENT
Richard Reitzin
Ph (02) 2353033 W
or (02) 3651533 H
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FRONT COVER
The new Moyes XT
CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Jon Durand
(075) 333611

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr oGuenther Janssen
(064) 562276
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Sec. Bruce Blackshaw
(07) 3792820

Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Alf Piper
(043) 682280
V.Pres: Bob Bentley
(043) 331812
Sec: Gary Moulston
(043) 851254
2nd Wed Tuggerah
Lakes Mem Club

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Brian Webb
(057) 551753

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Shell harbour
Surf Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
(042) 971852
Sec Debbie Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Derrick Inglis
(042) 942305
Sec. Chris Boyce
(042) 942545
meet 6pm 1st Sun
ea month
Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 332
Gladstone 0 4680
Pres. Colin McGree
(079) 723595
Sec. Craig Anderson
Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Hajje
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 4162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
Sec. Jenny Ganderton
(068) 537220
Tres. Mark Madden

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
(063) 722432
Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
(079) 287858
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Shirley Lake
(066) 858147
meet 1st Wed
each month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 537768 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Keen
(074) 455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
(074) 821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Glen Thompson
(063) 531239
Sec. Lucas Trihey
(047) 871480

(063) 622927

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Craig Worth
Pres Richard McWhinney (065) 592713
(049) 549415
Sec. Grant Armstrong
Sec. Jeff Blunt
(065) 537095 H
(049) 585113
Fx (065) 835972 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
(049) 498946
Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
Lower Blue Mts
(042) 840221 H
HG Club
Sec. David Jones
Sec. Nigel Felton
(048) 611699W
(02) 6288379
(048) 894182H
Treas. David Middleton
(02) 6236961
Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobson
Sky High
(03) 5445658 1st Tues
Paragliding Club
Anchor & Hope Tav
Pres. Scott Beresford
Church St
(03) 4806441 ah
Richmond
Sec. Julie Beresford
(03) 4806441 ah
Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Eastern H.G. Club
V Pres Ken Crowe
Peter Batchelor
(077) 734860
(03) 7353095
Pres Graeme Etherton
Greg Withers
(03) 8763981 meet
Whitsundays HG CI.
3rd Wed Olinda
Pres. David Redman
Hotel, Main St
(079) 552740
Lilydale (n . rail line)
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
(079) 552913
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Andrew Humphries
(09) 3816053
Sec. Mathew Tchan
(09) 3354100
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December already! Christmas just
around the corner and the comp season is
in full swing.

interests of keeping our membership informed, they must be published!

Hope you have your camera on hand to
take that special shot for the calendar.
Thanks to those who have already sent in
slides etc.

Thanks to those people who have
submitted accident reports from
which we can all benefit. These unfortunately highlighted a couple of
hang gliding's common problems;
pilot inexperience and flying in unsuitable conditions. Remember,
when in doubt, don't! You can always fly another day.

December is a bumper issue of 48 pages,
with several competition reports and the
remainder of the AGM minutes. Please
take the time to read these minutes as
many misunderstandings arise from pilots
not taking the time to browse through
them and to understand what is happening within HGFA administration. Such
minutes do take up space that would
otherwise feature flying stories, but in the
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Safe flying and may Santa leave ~
lots of goodies under the tree!

,
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Happy reading!

Mariel
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Dear Editor
It's a while since I've contributed to this
section of the magazine, and having flown
a little more often than usual of late, I've
noticed a few things about the 'scene' that
might rouse some interesting debate,
which, I reckon, has been a little sparse in
recent years.
I started flying in 1983, and since then
there's been a lot of changes in the sport,
both bad and good. We have gliders with
better performance that are heavier,
dearer and more difficult to fly and assemble, the airspace legally available to us
has increased, although this hasn't
changed anything in real terms; hang
glider pilots have always ignored unrealistic airspace restrictions, except maybe in
competitions.
The changes that I find disturbing are
the increasing conservatism and
bureaucracy in hang gliding. This is possibly attributable to natural evolution and
increasing costs. It seems to me that there
are more boring pilots these days, less
willing to rock the boat or take the risks
that are necessary to push back the frontiers. The sport has a safer image, and this
combined with the increased costs, means
that an alarming amount of normal
people are taking it up. Our safer inlage
may be partly responsible for the increase
in accidents in the past few years; the faint
hearted are no longer scared off.
Our fees are more expensive than ever,
and I was amused and disgusted to hear
that at the recent convention (a very expensive undertaking), two days were
spent bickering about how to reduce
membership fees. Our bureaucrats are
mostly paid now, whereas in the past they
all did it for free. I'm not saying they
shouldn't be paid, but just pointing out a
fact.

December 1991

The most disturbing thing about our
politicians is that a lot of them have
financial interests in the sport. I'm not
trying to imply that any of them are
dishonest, in fact I reckon most of them
should be applauded for their efforts,
but the potential for corruption is huge.
Imagine if Kerry Packer or John Fairfax were to run for Prime Minister. It
should be written into the constitution
that instructors and/or manufacturers
are not allows to hold any position in the
HGFA, except in purely advisory positions.
Anyway, whaddaya think, brothers and
sisters of the sky?
See you in the atmosphere
Geoffrey Martin, 15063
Ed's note: Having attended the recent
convention after not being involved with the
1989 and 1990 annual general meetings, I
wish to put in my 'two cents worth'. I don't
recall "two days of bickering about how to
reduce membership fees". The days were
long with much hard work, and I feel that,
as well as being very positive and constrnctive, this convention's proceedings certainly
moved much more smoothly than in the
past. The cost ofthis A GM was a good deal
less than previously, due to people being
billeted among local pilots. We paid our
way for meals etc, with the exception of
moming/aftemoon teas and lunch which
consisted of a plate of sandwiches consumed in the meeting room!
I assume you mean that most of our
HGFA bureaucrats are paid now? The administration officer'S (now executive director) position has always been paid, as has
been the secretarial staff, although now its
more commensurate with the work load. As
for other board members? Not that the
treasurer's report showed!

Own your
own radio I
ICOM IC40G
UHF RADIO
AT A GREAT PRICE!
Australia's best selling UHF radio.
Talk direct or use repeater stations
on the crystal clear FM band - a
great safety back up radio ! LCD
display. progammable scan & background lighting. For pilots & crew
this compact (6" tall). powerful (5
watts) ni-cad battery powered radiO
i5 a real winner.
12 months factory guarantee.

LIMITED OFFER. ONLY $550
ICOM headset with PH $ 99.00
Post & insurance $16

OTHER GREAT ICOM ADD-ON5
Emergency battery pack $ 29.00
ICOM radio. shoulder strap $ 24.00
Car charger 12v with filter $ 39.00
Long life Ni-Cad battery
$159.00
Drop -In fast charger
$179.00

ICOM A-20
AIR8AND RADIO
Want to fly cross country or at licenced airfields? Fly safe with the
ICOM A-20. all aircraft
channels covered. 16
memory channels. programmable scan. emergency frequency access.
clea r LC display. night
light. em! an easy to
use navigation function!
DISCOUNT PRICE
free caM)' case &
AC/DC charger.

ONLY $659.00
Post & insurance $18

AFTER A TRIKE 1!

See this issue for the remainder of the
minutes of the AGM. Now its over to the
members!

We sell FLASH trikes (all legal) also the
Drifter and the Sky Fox ultralight aircraft.
Fly- in and try one!

Stop Press

to us. Bankcard. Visa. Mastercard OK.

YE5 You ca n phone or Fax your orders
Prices quoted tax exempt.

The Towong campsite is open
for the Corryong Cup.
For details contact Debbie
Nathanial (042) 971923

SKYSAILOR

ULTRALIGHT FLYING MACHINES
SUNBURY AIRFIELD
SUNBURY, VIC, 3429
(03) 744-1305 , (03) 431-2131
FAX (03) 431-1869
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Entry fees to: North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club Inc, 2
Drummond St, Tawonga VIC 3697
Enquiries: John Adams, 2 Drummond St, Tawonga VIC 3697,
Phone (057) 572945

10th International Hang Gliding Championship
Invitation Santiago Chile
January 4 - 111992
Contact Augusto Olivares, Asociacion Chilena De Vuelo Libre,
Colon 4101 DPTO 152, Providencia Santiago, Chile

Forbes Flatlands 1992
7th - 16th January 1992 Please note CORRECT dates
Forbes NSW (approx. 400 km west of Sydney)
Competition HQ: Vandenburg Hotel, Forbes (068) 522015
Entry fee $150 Aus. $20 discount for entries received before
30th November. 1st mm included. Organiser: Len Paton
4 paid entry fees per team before tow strip reserved.
There will be a tow clinic/endorsement seminar at Forbes just
before the competition, organised by the National Coaching
Coordinator. Further information from HGFA, PO Box 558,
Tumut NSW 2720, ph 069-472888.
Entries and enquiries to: Len Paton, "Boganol", Henry Lawson
Way, Forbes NSW 2871, Ph 068-537220, Fx 068-524181

Rainbow Beach Competition, SE Queensland

1992 Corryong Cup

Begins 27 December 1991 and requires 3 flying days to complete. A competition with trophies for Advanced, Intermediate
and Novice ratings.

January 11th, 12th and 13th 1992 with 10th & 14th being
fly-in!1ay days.

Further details from Ron Rimkus (074) 821664.

BogongCup
28 December 1991 to 5 January 1992
HQ: Bogong Hotel, Tawonga, Victoria
Final registrations & briefing: 9.30 am 28
December at HQ

How to Enter? Phone Debbie Nathaniel on (042) 971923 or
Harry Docking on (042) 968896 prior to 1st January so we can
record your names and pilot details. (NB We look like restricting numbers to 50 pilots!!) $20 entry fee before 8pm on the
evening of 10th January 1992 at the Indi Hotel in Corryong!! If

AirBome trike with Arrow II wing, now a 95.10 aircraft

Format: open window, timed launch, photo
turnpoint
Required maps: 1:250,000 topographical for
Tallangatta & Wangaratta & visual terminal
chart for Albury
Sites: Mt Emu (1 & 2) & Tawonga Gap
Trophies and prizes for Open, B grade & C
grade
Major sponsors: AirBorne Windsports - $1000
off a Blitz
Aussie Born - Scottlight Pod
Aussie Skins - Flying suit
Enterprise Wings - $500 glider discount
Moyes Gliders - XACf harness
Sjostrom Instruments - Flight deck
Cost: $75 includes 1st film & end of comp BBQ
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ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
Mill Road
PO Box 3
BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel/Fax: 057 551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The Bright area
is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same superb facilities are
available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
7 Day HGFA Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion
Paraglider Insurance

Theft or loss through forcible entry
Direct physical damage from an external cause

PARAGLIDING
FALHAWK
Neo - Beginner/Intermediate
from $3,345
Took me to 3rd place at the Flatlands
against much more expensive canopies.
As expected from Falhawk; good quality
and good handling
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27 square metres
Standard: ACPUL
Apex MR - Experienced
from $4,464
Beautiful glider, made for thermalling and XC
Standard: ACPUL

SWING
Zenith - Recreational
from $3,499
Smooth, light, precision canopy
Sizes: 23, 26, 28 square metres
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel 2
from $4,099
Prisma - Experienced
Very sensitive and recoverable, superb speed
Sizes: 24, 26 28 square metres
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel 3

AIRWAVE
Taboo - Recreational
Sizes: 22, 25, 28 square metres
Voodoo - experienced
Sizes: 26, 29 square metres

$220
$770
$220
$220
$440

from $3,650
from $4,899

Emergency Reserve Systems
Airwave ASS
24 sq m, sink rate 6.8 mis, opening time 2.5 s
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel
APC.O PP16
25 sq m, sink rate 6.8 mis, 106 kg max
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel
APCO PP18
29 sq m, sink rate 6.8 mis, 120 kg max

$850

$645

$695

SALES

$100 pa

SHOP

APCO Lopo
35 sq m, sink rate 6.8 mis, 118 kg max
Standard: DHV Gutesiegel

$699

Harnesses
APCO Paradise
APCO Paradise with reserve
Airwave Paradise 2

$325
from $925
$399

Varios
Flytec 3010/20/30
Aircotec Alibi II

from $680
from $715

Radios
Icom UHF 40C, hand held (incl tax)
Scan, channel lock, hi-Io power, etc
Reserve Re-packing Service, Be sure
Re-packing by an APF qualified rigger

$575
$45
pp

+

Books
Paragliding Flight, Dennis Pagen
Walking on air, an extensive new
Paragliding book, from the ground up
ABC of Paragliding, Hubert Aupertit
A comprehensive introduction to
Paragliding

$29.50

+ (pp) $2.50
$29.50

+ (pp) $2.50

Sundries
Subscriptions to Overseas Magazines
Cross Country (excellent)
American Paragliding Association, APA
SkyWings, UK
Hang Gliding (USA)
Towing Releases
$55
Simple and easy to use
Paraglider and Hang Glider Sail Sign Writing
Sign writing to order, Make it look good,
do it properly
$POA
Paraglider, vario, altimeter and radio hire from $45
daily

Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a HGFA licence
December 1991
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this is not possible then please let us know to
expect you at the pilot briefmg on the first day.
Don't blow it.
Harry Docking, (042) 967796

1992 Australian "Open" Hang
Gliding Championships
Tumut, January 18 to January 26,1992.
Mandatory equipment will include: Valid
HGFA pilot certilicate, serviceable parachute
& altimeter, data back camera, UHF radio (or
VHF Mhz 119.5).
The entry fee will be $100 payable by last mail
Friday December 25th, 1991. (Late entries
MAY be accepted but an additional late fee of
$50 will be charged).

Andrew Atkinson launching from Burrinjuck NSW -P Ross Carew
Please send entry fee cheque/money order
payable to the "Australian Open" Hang Gliding Championships
along with photocopy of your Record of Qualilications (pilot
identification and hang gliding Qualification pages) to
Australian Open, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720.

1992 Nationals, PO Box 13-238, Johnsonville, Wellington, New
Zealand.

Mt Cole Challenge/1992 Victorian Open Hang
Gliding Championships

Entry will not be accepted without valid intermediate or advanced certilicate.

Objectives: To select the 1992 Victorian Hang Gliding Champion and to improve the competitiveness of Victorian pilots
Grades
of Competition: The comp shall be conducted in Open,
Australian Paragliding Open
Band C grades (C grade comprises pilots not in the top 100 of
27 January 1992 - 3 February 1992
the current National Ladder)
All entries should be sent to:
Dates: 28/1 - 5/2/92; registration deadline - 9am 28/1/92, comp
Sky High Paragliding Club Inc
days 28/1 - 5/2/92
PO Box 446, Kew VIC 3101, including a cheque made to the club.
Rest days may be called after 6 consecutive days of flying. If the
All entries will be confirmed in writing by return mail. Early weather during the competition is such that by 5/2/92 fewer than
payments will be welcome by our treasurer!
5 rounds have been conducted, additional rounds may be
scheduled for 8 & 9/2/91.
For more info, contact the club or ring (03) 8824130
Daily program: lOam morning pilot briefmg, 12pm pre-flight
New Zealand National Hang
pilot briefing, 12.30 1st pilot ready to launch, 20.00 notilication
Gliding Championships
oflanding details to scorer (note: penalty points may be awarded
for late notilication of landing details), 21.00 preliminary results
January 17th-31st 1992
posted
Location:
The comp will be conducted in the Mt
Malies Eicher launching behind the Bailey/Moyes tug
Cole area, including sites at: Mt Buangor, Ben
Nevis, Ben More and Elmhurst (HQ at Raglan
Hall)
Prizes: Prizes comprising trophies and donated
products will be awarded to 1992 Victorian
Hang Gliding Champion, 1st place, 2nd place,
3rd place; 1992 Victorian B grade Champion
and 1992 Victorian C grade Champion.
Entry requirements: The competition is open to
all pilots who comply with the following requirements:
HGFA membership
written consent of a parent or guardian where
the competitor's age is less than 18 years
a minimum of novice rating plus Alpine endorsement (or overseas equivalent)
The onus rests with the pilot to prove, if called
on to do so, compliance with these require-
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA INC

Aeoleted by the AUSTRALIAN SPORTS COMMISSION.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

011 i c e ua. only

NAME :_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ ____ ADDRESS : _ _ _ _ __ __ __
STATE: _ __

BIRTHDATE: _ _ _

Wk _ _ __ __ SEX : M / F

PHONE Hm

PAYMENT DETAILS: $_ _ __

POST CODE : _ _ _

MASTERCARD / BANKCARD

CHEQUE / MONEY ORDER

CARD #: _ __

EXPIRY DATE:
SIGNATURE:
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We have trikes new & used in
stock ready for immediate
delivery
Trikes
o

Skylink Systems Hornet B.C.A.R. Section S
fully certified legal side by side 2 seater
(dealer enquiries welcome)

o

AirBorne Edge 582 LC (not currently certified)

o

Pegasus Q

Qualified instruction available
Hang gliders
o

AirBorne Blitz

o

AirBorne Sting

o

Mars 150 as new
Phone for further information or test fly
John Goodrich
BId. 22 Second Ave, Moorabbin Airport
Mentone Vic

Phone (03)
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ments.
Allocation of places: The number of entries is limited to 60
maximum. Places will be allocated according to the following
priorities:
1. Victorian pilots on the current National Ladder (places
reserved until first pilot briefing);
2. Pilots in the top 50 of the current National Ladder to a
maximum of 10 places;
3. Victorian pilots in order of receipt of entry;
4. Others based on National Ladder position then receipt of
entry to a maximum of 10 places.
Fees: Entry - the competition entry fee is $60 (includes $20
bond).
Protest - a protest fee of $30 is required with each protest. All
monies from unsuccessful protests will be donated to the local
fire brigade.
Films - will be available at a cost of $5.
Contact: Wesley Hill, VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400,
Prahran Vic 3181, (03) 8983251

Entrance fee: $55 payable by Monday 20th January, late fee
$10

YHA Alpine Paragliding International Friendship
Cup

Excellent weather conditions prevail. The comp will be held in
2 different regions: La Victoria, Aragua state, near Caracas with
takeoff at Lorna USA 1,350 MSL and landing at 450 m; and
Platillon Peak, Guarico state, the newest free flight zone in
Venezuela, with takeoff 1650 MSL and landing 300 m.

Monday 10 February - Friday 14 February
Competition Director: Brian Webb, PO Box 3, Bright 3471,
TellFax (057) 551753
Thermalling & cross country tasks
Sites: Mt Buffalo 3400', Mt Porepunkah 2800', Mystic Bowl
1500', Mt Emu 1 & 2, 3100', Pines 900', Buckland Ridge 800'
Standard HGFA scoring system and rules
Reserve parachutes and radios required
Entry fee: $45
Accommodation available at the Bright Youth Hostel and campingground
Retrieves not provided

Western Australia State Titles
Saturday 22 February - Monday 2 March, Dalwallinu area
First Saturday is a practice & registration day and the last
Monday is set aside for recovery/presentation

ct-fi
a
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Make cheque payable to HGAWA and send to "State Comps"
130 Herbert Rd, Shenton Park WA 6008
Further information: Andrew Humphries (09) 3816053/018
917537

Victorian Cross Country League
1 April 1991 to 31 March 1992, $5 entry fee (free for pilots
entering other VHGA competitions). Any queries: Wesley Hill,
VHGA Inc Comp Director, PO Box 400, Prahran Vic 3181

International Championship Venezuela
To celebrate the Discovery of America, 500 years after.
Paragliders: March 14 - March 21
Hang gliders: March 22 - March 29
Venezuela is located at the north of South America, Caracas
is the capital with over 4 million people.

The Venezuelan distance record of 176 klms belongs to Eric
Raymond (USA). The locals believe 200 klms + is possible from
Platillon Peak.
Tasks: out and return, triangular, open distance and
race/speed. Cameras will be used. The organisers will not provide films.
Radios: 2m VHF FM, 110 v
Registration: Pilots must hold a valid national flight licence to
prove XC experience. Entry fee is US $150 and includes
transport to takeoff and retrieval, glider identwcation and maps.
Prizes: 1st US $2000, 2nd US $1000, 3rd US $759, 4th US $500,
5th US $500
Contact Luis Aulestia, Tel. (58) 22420644/2426311 or Fax (58)
22427374

Daniel Gremoin Cup
24 April - 3 May 1991

- __Cerro Cubilete, Guanaiuato, Prize money to approx. US$ 5000
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Australian Competition Calendar
Australian Women's Nationals, Mt Buffalo, 28 January - 5
February 1992
Lawrence Hargrave International Competition, Stanwell Park
8th - 16th February 1992.
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A Brief History of Flying at Stanwell Park, Part II
by Kieran Tapsell

Bald Hill has been shaped by hang gliding. In 1972, when flying first started,
there was a terrible, smelly red brick toilet
on the point. Yes, on the point. In fact, it
featured prominently in a coffee table
book at the time, called, "Great Dunnies
of Australia." The Council eventually
pulled it down and built a new one which
they tastefully buried near the east face.
But then they put the carpark right to the
edge of the cliff, so that there was no room
to set up gliders. In the middle of the
night, pilots would move the logs back.
Council workers would come up and
move them forward, and the next night
they were back. And so it went on. The
Council eventually gave up. We had a
meeting and the boundary agreed upon.
But the area in front of the logs was rocky,
uneven and full of rubbish. There was a
bit of housing excavation going on in Stanwell Park in early 1979, so Dick Pavett
arranged with the truck drivers to dump
their load on Bald Hill some 50 truck
loads of dirt were laid out. He then got a
Bulldozer to level it all out, an activity
which only stopped when the Shire Clerk
came waltzing by and wanted to know
what was going on. By the time a meeting
was arranged with the Council officers,
they were presented with a fait accompli.
The Club bought a couple of loads of turf.
Bald Hill with a kikuyu toupee was
presented to Wollongong Council. They
were actually quite impressed despite
their disapproval of our avoiding the
proper procedures. Dick Pavett told
them that if we waited to get permission,
it would never have happened. And he
was right.
We also decided to clear and mow the
top landing area near the toilet. The area
was full of thick sword grass and rubbish.
We had a working group early one Saturday morning. While we were digging up
the sword grass and throwing it over the
edge, a young guy in his early twenties,
completely naked except for flowers in his
(head) hair, sauntered up. Now this was
Monty Python days, so if something absurd occured, you just pretended it was
completely normal. He wanted to help
us. So there we were, trying to keep a
December 1991

straight face, digging up sword grass with
a naked helper when a geriatric tourist
bus turned up with a load of full bladders.
As the old ladies waddled up to the toilet,
they started shrieking with laughter, nervousness or shock, some exclaiming that
they hadn't seen one in the flesh for
decades. Well the police eventually
turned up and escorted our helper away,
much to his annoyance. He was taken to
Sutherland Court on the Monday where
he gave the Magistrate, Mr. Sherley a
lecture on the evils of clothes. Mr. Sherley said to the Prosecutor, "I'll think I will
order a psychiatric report". To which our
helper replied, "Is that for you or for me,
your Worship".

emergency services. One afternoon two
young boys got caught on a ledge on the
east face cliff. They had been knocking
off car parts, and decided to walk up the
cliff, got onto this ledge and were too
scared to move. The Police Cliff Rescue
were called. They assessed the situation
and decided that one of their burly number would go over the edge with a harness
and bring them up one by one. We were
asked to stand by on the rope. Well, we
did stand by - for hours. Eventually I
asked the Sergeant in charge what the
delay was. He said that the helicopter had
been called out, and they had to wait for
it to arrive. "But", I said, "you are not
going to use a helicopter." He said, "I
know, but now thC!t it has been called, we
have to wait for it". The helicopter which
had been chasing some bank robbers out
in the western suburbs turned up after
dark, and then they had to use it to shine

In late 1987 Wollongong Council was
imbued with the idea of making the
"Leisure Coast" a tourist mecca. They
employed a consultant. He came up with
the idea of building a Flight Museum into
the side of the hill near the present toilet.
It was to be shaped in
the form of the cabin
of a Boeing 747, and
was to be provided
with a 747 flight
simulator, and hang
gliding
flight
simulator,
restaurant, cafeteria,
souvenir shop and a
whole variety of
other
tourist
goodies. The consultant was both
surprised and hurt
when his idea was
treated with quite
open scorn by hang
glider pilots. Fortunately the Council
decided to spend all
FROM
its money on the
PER PERSON
Wollongong Mall,
17 Units including 5. 2 bedroom flats available all with private
and we were spared
another monstrosity.
facilities. 1 acre cottage gardens. 2 minutes walk to town centre.
Dining room. old style country cooking. B.Y.O. Swimming pool. the
Another of our
more bizarre exoriginal pine mill accommodation opposite fun park including
periences was in
tennis courts. gas covered-in B.B.g. & laundry facilities.
dealing with the
Your Hosts: Bert & Chris Bartlett
Police
Rescue
S qua d, an doth er ~.W.O.O.D.sr
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Of Stanwell Park Cant ...:J:
some light down on the cliff face to get
these two frightened kids up by the rope.
A similar experience occurred in our
fIrst mid air collision. Jane Jarman's leading edge was broken in the collision, and
she crashed half way down the east face,
fortunately breaking only her arm. The
scene on top of the hill was quite farcical
with a brawl almost breaking out between
the Police Rescue and the Ambulance
Rescue as to whose equipment they were
going to use and who was going to bring
her up.
There have been four fatalities at Stanwell Park. The fIrst, in 1976, was a pilot
who bought his glider out of a newspaper,
and took off from Stanwell Park on his
fIrst flight. He landed in the sea, got out
of the harness and was swimming towards
a fIshing boat which came to his rescue
when he disappeared. The second occurred in early 1977. The pilot was an
aerobatic enthusiast. He got into a side
slip (in the days before dive sticks) and
did not come out of it. The third, in
February, 1977 occurred when the pilot
tried to modify a Tweetie glider, hoping
to make it more efficient, but instead
made it unstable. It tucked and he
crashed near the mushroom tunnel. The
fourth, in April 1984, occured when a pilot
tried to land on the point in strong winds,
misjudged and was flung back into a car.
All of these fatalities were caused by the
usual problems with aviation: inex-

perience, overconfIdence,
altering equipment and
misjudging conditions.
Three pilots have been
sucked over the back, when
the wind unexpectedly picked up, making it impossible
for them to penetrate.
Despite what must have
been a horriftc rotor, they
landed roughly, but safely in
paddocks at atford. One
pilot, doing a tandem, got
lost in the cloud and ended up coming
down near the highway between Waterfall and Helensburgh. Kevin Cowie used
to fly tandem too, but with his dog. He
had a special harness made up with four
holes for the dog's legs, and off they went,
flying into the sunset.
Two pilots forgot to clip in. In both
cases, the pilots realised this quickly and
jumped to the ground. One glider flipped
over the back of the hill and the other
sailed off into the ocean. The surf club
lifesavers got in their boat and dashed out
and were searching desperately for the
pilot until someone rowed out and told
them that he was still on the hill. Timmy
Travers used to deliberately unclip and fly
around upside down hanging like a
monkey from the bottom of his A frame.
Not quite so daring was Dick Heffer who
occasionally used to fly backwards - well
his body flew backwards, with his head
looking out towards the keel. The absence of rear vision mirrors, and the
presence of disapproving pilots made him

Greg Newnham spot landing at Rainbow Beach -p. Nick Gahn

realise the error of his ways. A few pilots
broke the rules by flying at night time. In
order to avoid hitting each other, one
strapped onto his kingpost a strobe light.
A report of a UFO (which indeed he was),
and the danger of detection and mid air
collisions soon dampened the enthusiasm
for night sorties.
There has been only one other mid air
collision apart from Jane Jarman's but it
was only minor and both pilots landed
safely.
There have been two spectacular structural accidents at Stanwell. Ken Battle,
flying a Fledgling, (one of those gliders
with rudders) was flying at over 1000 ft.
over the beach and decided to do a loop.
One wing broke. This was in preparachute days. He spun around like a
falling leaf, losing consciousness on the
way down, landed in the sand, and woke
up with only a red mark on his face. He
later became a missionary.
The next occurred in April 1991 when
Dave Adams tried to do the same thing in
an XS. He spun around a bit too, didn't
get his parachute out, and splashed down
heavily into the water near the pinnacles.
He was picked up by the Surf Club boat,
and hasn't so far become a missionary.
There has been at least one accidental
parachute deployment in which Old Bill
reluctantly and remorselessly was
lowered to the ground.
The power lines across the park at the
bottom have been brought down three
times, causing a lot of sparks, noise and
blackouts, but fortunately no injuries.
Ken Battle again had us entertained by
being the fIrst to spark through them.
This is unlikely to occur as frequently because the Electricity Commission fmally
gave in to the Club's pleas to move them
back over to the road.
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The ftrst Lawrence Hargrave International Hang Gliding Competition was
held in 1982 and has been held every two
years since then. We had a minor drama
in 1988 when half a dozen competitors
flew into a rain squall and got drilled into
the bush and beach around Burning
Palms. One broke his arm. Others got
lost. We found a Brazilian and an Indonesian, both with hardly any English,
and both with absolutely no knowledge of
the other's language shivering on the
beach at Garie well after dark.
Steve Haag was the ftrst to cross the gap
at Stanwell in a hang glider, and Tony
Armstrong was the ftrst in a paraglider.
Alan Daniel was the fIrst to go Macquarie
Pass and back again. Scott Berry holds
the record of 2.5 hours for the 100 km trip
to Macquarie Pass and back. Rick Martin and Ian Jarman have flown back from
Cambewarra (near Nowra) to Stanwell,
but so far no one has gone from Stanwell
to Cambewarra. Scott Berry flew to Macquarie Pass and then over the back about
10 kms inland. No one has managed to go
much further. Steven Kennard flew north
to within 2 kms of Bundeena.
In March 1988 a few of us put up some
money for the fIrst person to fly 100 miles
at Stanwell. That involved flying to Garie,
back to Brokers Nose, back to Garie, then
to Macquarie Pass and back again.
Within 5 days of the money being put up,
Tony Armstrong had done it. No one so
far has gone to Macquarie Pass and back
twice in the same day.
There remains a handful of pilots with
15 flying years or more up their sleeve who
still fly there regularly, Steve Moyes, Rod
Stevens, Doug Sole, Les Parkinson, John
Coby, Clive and Steve Gilmour, Danny
Scott, Rick Martin, Bernie Beer and me.
And occasionally we see Glen Crowhurst,
still flying his multi coloured Mega 2. If
there are others, my apologies for a failing
memory. But many more have dropped
out due to the pressures of parenthood,
work or distance. My most memorable fly
was when six of us caught the lift in front
of the roll cloud of a rare north east front
which took us down the coast along the
beachline as far as Bellambi. Old Bill
wanted to land on a tanker anchored off

December 1991

Port Kembla, and while the roll cloud
lasted, it really felt like it was possible. But
it dissipated at North Wollongong, and
we all landed on the beach. Old Bill was
a bit disappointed at not landing on his
tanker, but I wasn't.
The arrival of paragliders at Stanwell a
couple of years ago brought a feeling of
deja vu to seasoned locals. The ftrst
paragliders could not make it to the beach
in light conditions and used to land in the
paddock at the base of Bald Hill, just as
the early hang gliders used to. Now they
all seem to be able to make it to the beach.
They have now flown as far south as Bulli,
and no doubt will one day be getting down
to Macquarie Pass and back. The explosion of paraglider manufacturers and
models reminds one of the early days of
hang gliding when almost every state of
Australia had at least one manufacturer.
No doubt that will settle down as it has
with hang gliding. Unfortunately, we
can't claim an Australian as the first
paraglider pilot to jump off Bald Hill. He
was an unknown European. However
paragliders were not the rust canopy to
"fly" from Stanwell. About ten years ago,
Arnold Cohen took a parachuting friend
on a tandem flight and he jumped off the
hang glider at about 1000 ft. over the
beach.
No doubt there are better and more
challenging places to fly elsewhere in
Australia and the world. But there must
be very few where you can arrive home
from work, jump in a glider and do a 70
km round trip to Wollongong and back
and land close to your back yard in time
for dinner.
Stanwell has always been a favourite
place for foreign pilots, particularly from
Europe because of the ease with which
you can go flying. Foreign pilots and interstate pilots are forever turning up
there, adding a bit bf interest and colour
to the village. Hang gliding is now well
established, tolerated and supported for
the most part by W ollongong Council. It
is has always been generally popular
amongst the local residents, even to those
who have had to drag pilots out of their
broken roof tiles.
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Dave
Martin
Sodhi
Phillip

Thank you to all our
c ustom ers for your
support throughout the
year and a/l the best for
1992.
For that elusive Christmas
present we offer -

>

Tandem Flights

> Courses
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> Gliders

> Equipment
al/ your flying goodies
Contact Chris or Clare

(042) 942 545
PO Box 180, Helensburgh,
N.S. W Australia. 2508
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Executive Director's
Report
Why Fill In An Accident Report??

Many Club and Regional safety officers
have expressed their frustration at the attitude of many pilots that accident reporting is either not necessary, or too
embarrassing if printed in Skysailor.
ACCIDENT REPORTS ARE NOT
PRINTED IN SKYSAILOR if that is the
wish of the pilot involved. In fact only the
reports sent to Skysailor by the pilots
themselves would be published as individual reports. All others would be
treated in a statistical fashion with no
names being used.
Nobody is making a judgement on your
ability if you report an accident... ..they are
forming far more negative opinions if you
don't. We all hear about them in the long
run and it makes us wonder what pilots
are trying to hide by not reporting the
incident. We are human and all prone to
mistakes from time to time. The pride that
prevents us from admitting that, may lead
to a fellow pilots death because your accident didn't receive a full analysis.

What purpose does an accident review
serve?
In recent weeks a number of incidents/accidents have occurred at a particular site .... upon investigation it was
discovered that these were all associated
with top landing. The wind direction and
strength on the days of the accidents
should be discovered and a survey of the
top landing area and approach path
should be made to identify if new structures or growth of trees or shrubs may
have created a new or more powerful
rotor zone. If these accidents were not
reported then this process can never be
initiated.If you as a visitor to the site attempted to top land and end up in hospital and then fmd out later that over recent
months there have been many similar accidents, wouldn't you feel a little pissedoff that no-one bothered to look into it or
even warn you?

What about the two failed loops this
year? Aerobatics are unsafe. Hang
Gliders are not designed nor certified to
be flown at bank angles or pitch angles of
greater than 60 and 30 degrees to the
horizon respectively. If you don't know
the potential danger of aerobatics,then
there is little cause for you to hold back.
Ask a pilot who has been through the
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ nightmare of a tumble.There is
SkyHigh Club president showing pilots where they precious little you can do except
should be
get your head and face re-arphoto by Robin Gauld
ranged on the uprights and
keel...getting your parachute
out is very near an impossibility
unless the glider stabilises, that
is assuming that you did the
aeros at a height sufficient for
you to ever use the chute.
Mind you there are many
other ways of getting your glider
into a tumbling mess. Try drifting over the back of the hill in a
weak thermal and moderate
wind, then lose the lift in the
rotor zone. Or more simply
losing the bar in an unexpected
strong surge, having the nose
climb rapidly, stall and drop
through while your madly flinging arms chase a bar that has
just flashed past your rapidly
descending head. Your body
being pulled earthward zips
quickly into a full dive position
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forward of the C of G and the rotational
inertia of this causes the glider to tuck into
a clothes drier tumble mode.
But unless someone reports these incidents then the volunteer safety people in
the HGFA can not determine whether
there may be a glider problem, a site problem, a pilot problem or even a training
problem. We all can learn through others
mistakes and hopefully avoid the same
painful experiences.
Prevention is the best cure .... and it
starts with you.
However beyond the common sense
reasons for reporting and analysing accidents, there are some fairly serious legal
responsibilities that fall upon us all to
report accidents and incidents.
Firstly there is an obligation within the
terms of your insurance that comes with
your membership.It is called the duty of
disclosure. You (the HGFA) are
obligated to inform the insurers of any
incident or accident that may affect their
assessment of risk related to that
coverage. A failure to report may void our
insurance. This obligation exists whether
or not a claim is likely to be made, or
whether or not a third party is involved.
Secondly we have obligations under the
Civil Aviation Regulations to report all
accidents/incidents excepting the most
minor. However, even if the ultimate injuries or results of an accident/incident
are minor, it is the potential seriousness
of the situation that is to be considered in
deciding whether to report it or not.

It would be preferable to report even
the most seemingly insignificant incident
if it is at all possible that the lesson learnt
may save someone else from injury or
death.
Accident reporting procedures;
Any serious (death,in air structural
failure, hospitalisation for 48hrs or more
or likely insurance claim) accident should
be reported by phone ASAP to either the
regional Safety person or the HGFA office or answer machine. This would then
be followed by a written report on the
HGFA accident/incident form available
from the HGFA office or May Skysailor
1991.
Less serious accident/incidents should
be written up and forwarded via your
December 1991

Club to the regional board and hence to
the HGFA office and statistical recorder.

# at
30/8/91

Please fly within your own and your
gliders limits, have a great summer of
flying and remember ........ SAFElY IS NO
ACCIDENT!

27
Skysailor subscriptions 28
Visiting members
7
o
Others/OS members
21
*
Regional memberships
HGAWA
136
105
SAHGA
114
102
VHGA
372
288
TASHGA
19
14
Sth NSW
287
243
ACTHGA
37
32
Nth NSW
369
315
Sth Qld
253
212
Nth Qld
....Il~O..L...l_ _--I.8l..1.5
1744
1396

Ian Jannan (Executive Director)
Some membership statistics as at 1st
November 1991
Total number of [mandal registrations
(all categories) 1744

Now that the competition season is in
full swing, don't leave home without
your camera!
Interesting slides with good definition
are still required.
It is hoped to make a selection for the
calendar towards the end of January,
so keep on clickin'!
Slides of a vertical, or portrait, orientation are preferred.

* (not identifiable from regional
figures)

Safety Notice
British Assoc. of Paragliding Clubs
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Pilot injury:
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fractUre to mid-shaft
right humerus,
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Glider damage: ... Nil
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Having spent over a 'Yeek in t~e G~~i~
hospital, I would
to thank ~ the
medical staff and Keith from Tin Can Bay
Ambulance for their care and attention,
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Safety Notice
Issued by Bernard Kane, Chairman of the
Safety and Training Committee
24th October 1991

cri 70 .

Glider:

The Old Schoolroom, Loughborough Rei,
Leicester
LE14LR. Tel: (0533) 611322

SKYSAILOR

All instructors, Operators, Trainee Instructors and Pilots must READ, DIGEST and
TAKE A CTION where appropriate on the
contents of this Safety Notice. The Notice
must be inserted into your personal copy of
the Operations Manual, if you have one,
and retained until superseded or withdrawn
by the Chainnan STC.
Sportlite Excel Paragliders
The Safety & Training Committee and
Sportlite have become aware of a problem with a particular batch of Excel
paragliders which causes them to be susceptible to entering a deep stall condition
but with subsequent standard recovery
techniques failing to correct the situation.
All members are warned of the defect
and are strongly advised not to fly these
paragliders.
The serial numbers of the suspect
canopies are:
270 Excel - 1138 followed by 2 further
digits;
290 Excel - 1139 followed by 2 further
digits;
305 Excel - 1140 followed by 2 further
digits.
Serial numbers are located in the centre
of the trailing edge.
Sportlite have offered to arrange to check
canopies and, if necessary, to correct the
problem at no charge - providing contact
is made before 31st December 1991 (call
Sportlite on 0713589078).
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Gillies '91
Competition
* Hosted

by the Cairns Hang Gliding

Club

This year was a little special at the Annual Gillies Competition. It was back in
1981 that the site had its first ever flight
which was achieved by the site's founding
father John Allen in a single surface
glider. On the day there were two other
pilots who flew the site Len Miller and
Alan (Frec) Pascoe, all three agreed it
was an excellent thermal site. So when
the Saturday morning pilot registration
got underway and the Tally came to 40
pilots - some of whom had travelled from
as far away as Stanwell Park and Newcastle, and included a former world
Champion as well as an Australian come
U.S. Nationals winner, we were all quite
proud that our little competition had
come of age and was to be enjoyed by all.
For the 91 Gillies competition we had
drawn away from the open distance over
the back type course to a more easily
achieved Triangle course in the Mulgrave
Valley, then across a gap in the Range
towards Edmonton turnpoint and then
back again to the goal in the valley - all of
which added up to approximately 42 km
task. With 40 pilots awaiting T /0 in a very
limited setup area, it was with the help of
Graham Etherton as launch director that
everyone got away with a minimum of
delay. The lift in the Valley was quite good
although the best height gains were
around 5000 ft, where a strong inversion
layer had the thermals bouncing erratically with the lift broken up. A 12 knot head
wind made the first turnpoint a little difficult, many pilots losing too much height
whilst making for no. 2 turnpoint and the
lift was spread out and hard to fmd - which

Set up area, Gillies, FNQ - photo Brad Newton

saw a lot of the field land before making
the 3rd TIP which was back to the launch
area to make up the Triangle. The last
Turnpoint No.4 was the hardest to get to
as there was a strong headwind building
from the NE. A group of three pilots went
through the gap; first Mark Newland,
Gerry Gerus, and John Heymans - they
were to find very light lift and a struggle
on the back Range. Mark Newland was
the only one of the first group to stay up
and make the 4th turnpoint, then back
along the same course to Goal. He was
followed in by Warwick Gill 15 minutes
later than Dave Staver a further 20
minutes. In B Grade, Simon Headford
had his best day with a score of 414 which
gave him the day. A good result, considering he only flys 2 or 3 times a year while
living in New Guinea. Perhaps he's been
pioneering sites up there and not telling
us about it.

When everyone got back to the Chateau
or Chalet, whichever, there was a little
surprise for hungry pilots, drivers and
everyone. Prawns and Moreton Bay Bugs
for entree, yes
entree. Marjorie
~.--.-----.------------------------------------------------~
"::
"01' Eagle Eyes" flight glasses
Beattie who works
$105 plain, $145 prescription, $165 Bi-focal ":: for a wholesale
"::
Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames
seafood company
"
Electronic Tow Meters - $185
:: managed to pur" chase the tastie
delights for a very
Denis Cummings
::"
agreeable price.
PO Box 741
:: The rest of the eveByron Bay 2481
::
was taken up
Ph (066) 856287
II ning
with
a BBQ then
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-~
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spin the Broom competition - don't miss
this one when you come to the Gillies.
There's more damage to the body trying
to avoid your turn at the Broom, so have
a spin and fall down! Then there was the
Goanna Pull, ask someone else about this
one - but you will definitely need a strong
neck. So all of us who were serious about
the flying for tomorrow went to bed early.
I should mention that our local member
of Parliament Mr Warren Pitt gave us his
time to officially open the weekend competition on the Saturday morning. We
also had a representative from the
Forestry Department checking on camping practices and the mobile toilets - all
went well.
Sunday dawned and the early risers
were treated to a beautiful sunrise, bacon
and eggs, then pilot briefing.
Sunday: not quite as good as Saturday.
Best height around 4700 ft which made it
difficult to get enough height to fly over
the back to the township of Malanda. But
first there was a smaller triangle task to fly
around in the Valley. This was achieved
by a lot more pilots in the field, but the
dreaded tablelands with their AGL all
ready at 2300 ft didn't leave a lot of time
to catch those elusive thermals. The leading group of pilots were watching any
move made and when one went the rest
followed. A gaggle of five pilots;
Newland, Duncan, Gill, Staver, and newcomer Chris Bolton were going around
and around, and down and down! The
thermal they were all in was not going up.
Mark Newland flew away from the group
December 1991

to a hawke he saw circling 500 metres
away. With only 200 ft to play with the
other 4 pilots followed but it was Newland
and Duncan and Bolton who worked and
worked to scratch their way back up.
Mark made goal at Malanda with Rick
and Chris just short. The rest of the field
saw about half land just over the back and
the rest in the valley around the Mountain
View Hotel. PUB suck was a big problem
over the weekend.
In the B grade field Justin Beplate from
Townsville had his best day in his first
competition with a flight over the back
which saw him fly past many of the A
grade pilots on the ground. Bob Silver
found the ground a little fast and hard but
won the most expensive landing award.
Doctor Col McCrea thought the river
basin was a better landing area than the
cane paddocks; might have something to
do with two parachutes in his harness.
Meanwhile back at the Chateau the
roast lamb and port were cooking and the
deadly punch was being brewed along
with some long and strange flying stories

when the pilots arrived back. Everyone
was in agreement: A GREAT
WEEKEND! Prizes and $2000.00 in cash
was given out to hose who deserved.
BGrade

A Grade
1) Mark Newland

1) Simon Heaford

2) Warwick Gill
3) Dave Staver
=4) John Heymans
=4) GenyGerus
6) Rick Duncan
=7) Chris McDonald
=7) Dan Morrison
9) Pizza Dave
10) Pat Purcel

2) Ken Crowe
3) Sonja Woolridge
4) Justin Beplate
5) Peter Salewish
6) David Redman
7) Graham Beplate
8) ChrisN......
9) David Bartlett
10) Brent Chapman

So if you missed the Gillies competition
this year then try and make it next year, its
a great weekend and only $60.00 for
everything - including prawns..... Thanks
to our sponsors; Enterprise Wings, Air
Borne Winds ports, Airplay School of
Hang gliding, Raintrees Tavern, Colonial
Garden Resort. Special thanks to our
ladies for their cooking and general help,
also to the volunteer officials and the
pick-up drivers .....

Mount Cole
Why not get together with a
few fellow hang glider
enthusiasts and rent a 2
bedroom unit in Beaufort,
close to Mount Cole?
We can provide secure lockup storage space for your
equipment and we maintain
the gardens!
Cost is only $110 per week.
Split 4 ways, that's just $27.50
each per week.

Phone owner on

053492280

See you all next year,
Warwick Gill

NEW PRODUCT
Most damage to a hang glider occurs whilst in its bag. Inadequate protection, wear spots from ties,
pressure points from roof bars and tie downs and exposure to the weather all cause premature ageing
and deterioration.

Sky Venture announce the release of the CAPSULE to solve your storage and transportation problems.

CrUShprOOf

strong polyethylene capsule protects glider

Advanced

design and innovative features

Protection

of batten profile, airframe & leading edge means greater confidence & safety.

Short packable

for the protective onforwarding of your hang glider overseas and interstate.

Uv Proof

fashion colours.

Longevity

and increased resale value.

Extra

options including roof rack attachment kit, Iycra sleeve, wheels

Phone or write for information brochure

Sky Capsules
4 O'Connor Road
Knoxfield 3180
Victoria
Phone: (03) 763 8196
December 1991
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Flying in Canada by Graeme Hall
~

11/10/91
I've made it into Canada and have flown
10 days in the last 25. I have based myself
in Vernon, BC. Vernon is in the middle of
the Okanakan Valley, half way across
southern British Colombia, about 30 kIms
north of Kelowna. Population 15000 20000.
The town is about 1300 feet ASL at the
base of the 5kIm wide valley, with the
surrounding mountains rising to 4000'
ASL. From the centre of town you can see
over seven different launches, and those
are just in town! For a local to drive say,
35 minutes to Mt Bowleen, just west of
town, is putting in a supreme effort.
I arrived at 8am by hitching from Vancouver the day before, armed with two
phone numbers of local pilots and my
harness. Within half an hour I was in the
back of a F350 heading out to Mt Bowleen
on one of the rare occasions this long haul
(all 26 kIms!) is taken. Borge, the keenest

~

of the locals, lent me a 180 Streak, an old
delta glider.
Mt Bowleen is the site where they held
the Canadian nationals at the end of July
1991. Launch is 5000' ASL, about 3000'
above the ground and one of the smaller
launches in that valley. During spring
through to summer, height gains of
10,000' + are not uncommon, here or at
any site around Vernon, so I'm led to
believe. The launch is very similar to Mt
Widgee in SE Old; steep and grassy. No
place for you, Nick. (Joke!)
The wind was north at 15 knots, coming
straight up the face. The whole valley was
going off. Borge was the first to launch
because he had the most hours up this
year, 260 + , he stopped counting at 250.
After sinking out to 1000' above the
deck, Borge cored a thermal and went
straight to 7500' ASL cloudbase, and
headed to Vernon.

By the time I got off, most pilots were at
about 7000', playing
in the abundance of
lift. After getting the
big old Streak into
the air and fmding it
Hang Gliding
had the handling of
a 190 Meteor in the
rain, I quickly
climbed to 7500'. In
such conditions you
could do little else.
Finding myself at
base and still going
up after 30 minutes
in the air, I lost sight
ofthe other seven or
so airborne pilots.
The new Ulackhawk EZ harness is now
The first thing that
availahle - incorporates the good feanlreli of
$595 came to mind was,
the Dart, with the ease of front - loading.
all Canadians were
Also available:
mad as they were
playing chicken in
The regular Dart
$495
this big cu.
The tried & tested Pod
$495
So pulling on the
The Pod-Lite
$460
bar and tacking
$2600
foil 152C (1 season old)
through the wispy
All harnesses are custom made to your dimensions
bits of this cloud, I
and may be altered to your specifications.
headed for Vernon.
Order-to-doorstep 3 weeks.
P&p on all harnesses is $15.00 fiTh (!)(h OO'i7'i7~~
As usual, taking the
scenic route down
the valley. Mind

AQU IJL1\
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you, at 7500', any way is scenic; big deep
valleys as far as the eye could see; off in
the distance snow capped glaciers and not
a gum tree in sight.
Not realising that the valley wind up to
about 3500' was north now, and not south,
I found myself 10 kIms down the road, and
after the odd lee-side thermal hugging up
the side of the 3000', on the ground soon
after.
I was wrong about the crazy Canadians.
Most of them headed north to Salmon
Arm just before the cloud arrived. Except
Jack. He also flew to Salmon Arm, 25 kIm
north, but he did it whited out all the way,
occasionally pulling in the bar of his XS to
get his bearings as he had forgotten his
instruments that day.
Other sites around Vernon include
"King Eddie", about 6 kIms east, which has
two launches; one at 2500' ASL - 1400'
AGL and the other 3000' facing west.
Again nice grassy takeoffs.
M t Vernon, on the east side ofthe valley
looks down over the town and also has two
sites; one facing west at about 2500' ASL
- 2600' AGL. The higher being the better
of the two sites as it has a good takeoff
with a wide valley in front, that has little
or no trees along the face.
Middle Mountain sits right on the south
side of town, just before the lake. Takeoff
faces south and is about 1000 AGL, or
should that be above lake level? This is the
local coastal site and is pure ridge lift,
although some thermals generate, and
with top landing zone.
Vernon is best known for its snow skiing
just 20 klms to the top of Silver Star
Mountain and snow should start to fall
within a month or so. The flying then shuts
down due to inaccessible roads. All roads
to Vernon's launches are 2wd but with 6
foot of snow, they're impossible. Even
town expects an average cover of 4 foot of
snow, so little to no flying for 4 months, 16
weeks, 1/3 year, 120 days; it looks grim no
matter how it is written!
However skiing will keep me occupied
and I'm working in the local ski shop, and
on ski patrol so gear is cheap!
Wishing you ftm flying over the Aussie
summer and Happy Thanksgiving.
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with a view to encouraging all members to become
active in the administration of their sport.

HGFA Annual
General Meeting
Day2 of AGM began at 9:30, Saturday, 7 September 1991.
MOTION: [M91/12) That Bill Moyes, Steve
Moyes and Rick Duncan be nominated formembership of the Sport Australia Hall of Fame.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
45 minute "debate" about HGFA's role and the
perceptions of our pilots. Arose from expression of
concern by SA that our "bureaucracy" is increasing
and that money is being spent on "things" that the
average pilot on the hill does not want. Seems this
perception is limited to SA and some pockets of Vic.
Major points that came up included: 1. The
"bureaucracy" is a one man office, and damn cheap
for what our pilots are given. Compare what they
get with any other sport and particularly any other
air sport.
2. The HGFA's financial records are open to any
member at any time. Monies are all tied to specific
projects which are detailed in the 5 Year Plan. If any
member disagrees with the necessity of any of the
tasks in the 5 Year Plan they are welcome to pull
their finger out and get involved in any way what so
ever, for example to question the task, its allocation
or spending, or suggest another way to achieve the
end, even if that means getting their region to
propose a motion that the task be struck from the
plan.
3. HGFA's role is unique in that it not only ad ministers the sporting activities of its members, but
is also required by CAA to regulate the activities of
all "hang-glider" pilots that all air regulations are
complied with. Remember the 95 series statements
are not regulations but exemptions to regulations.
No "bureaucracy", no fly.
4. Pilots today fly further, fly longer, fly in a larger
volume of air, with more freedom and more often
than at any time in the past. This is directly attributable to HGFA's activities in areas such as
development of safety standards and procedures,
training and coaching, govt lobbying and liaison,
development and policing of air-worthiness standards, development of pilots skills through competition, and so on.
5. No motions have been put requesting cut-backs
to any service. What does the average pilot on the
hill want to do without, and how do they want do
without it? Insurance: required by law. Skysailor: try
reading it first. (Observation was made that those
complaining were most ignorant about how the
HGFA operates, and what they got for their $125).
Competitions: as all ASC and AIS grants must be
spent and acquitted against the specific programme
that they were granted for, the non-competing pilot
pays for little more than the publicity of competitions in Skysailor [ie about 2% of HGFA's budget,
or $2.50 per member per annum?).
The discussion concluded with the agreement that
regions where these opinions prevail should take
steps to discuss them in as much detail to ensure
that HGFA's role and activities are understood with
a view to encouraging all members to become active
in the administration of theit sport.
ACTION: [A91118) All regions to work to improve communication ofHGFA's role and activities
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At 10:15 Marie Jeffery presented the Skysailor
Editor's Report [see elsewhere). Costs and options
for next year were presented.
Meeting split into groups for workshop sessions
at 10:35. Issues were discussed in detail in the
workshop, motions were prepared and summaries
of the discussions were presented with the motions.
Pilot Certification: Difficulties in most regions
with the current examination requirements of interpretation and time led to Vic redrafting the current
examinations in multiple choice format.

tee for a recommendation.
Moved: NNSW., Seconded: Tas. For: SA, ACT,
NNSW, SOld, NOld, Tas. Against: W A, SNSW,
Vic., Carried.
MOTION: [M91/16] that the Certification Standards Committee show cause why the words 'or advertise for sale" should not be deleted from clause
1.8.3 of the current Australian Certification Standard. Moved: SNSW., Seconded: Vic. For: SA, ACT,
SOld, NOld, Tas, WA, SNSW, Vic. Abstained:
NNSW., , Carried.
WA: the Soviet Union is falling apart faster than
this.

MOTION: [M91/13) That HGFA adapt the
ratings system to allow multiple choice examinations, after considering regional opinions of the Vic
draft, by 31 December '91.
Moved: SA., Seconded: WA ., Carried Unanimously.

MOTION: [M91/17] that where HGFAcertification standards apply to advertised goods or services
this status must be clearly stated.
Moved: SOld., Seconded: SA. For: SA, ACT, SOld,
NOld, Tas, WA, SNSW, Vic. Abstained: NNSW., ,
Carried.

Because the assessment of pilot abilities and site
conditions applying on the day are now more
sophisticated than in the past (because the old system was so simplistic it was unworkable) a problem
has arisen in that Safety Officers no longer have
absolute guide-lines to determine what advice to
give pilots applying for permission to fly a site that
they are not rated for.

MOTION: [M91118] that the Editor of Skysailor
be provided with a subscription to 'Skywings" at
HGFA's expense.
Moved: SA., Seconded: WA., Carried Unanimously.

MOTION: [M91/14) . that HGFA promote the
assessment of a pilot's ability to fly the conditions
prevailing on the day from the record of experience
in their log book by encouraging regions to develop
safety programmes. Moved: WA., Seconded: Vic.,
Ultimately Failed.

MOTION: [M91119] that the production of
Skysailor be subcontracted, and that contract
details will be presented to HGFA for approval at
the 1992 Planning Meeting.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: SOld., Carried Unanimously.
HGFA Publications:
Mollo: outlined need for a Procedures Manual, and
its likely contents. Big problem is that we don't have

AMENDMENT: that
HGFA recommends to all
region's Safety Officers
that more emphasis be
placed on a pilot's log
book to assess that pilot's
suitability to fly.
Moved:
NNSW .,
Seconded: NOld., Carried
Unanimously.
Skysailor: Conflicting
directions have been
provided to the Editor
about advertising content,
which has resulted in inconsistent advertising
standards.
MOTION: [M91/15)
that the words "or advertise for sale" be deleted
from clause 1.8.3 of the
current Australian Certification Standard.
Moved: Vic., Seconded:
SOld., Ultimately Failed.
On discussion it was
suggested that as a point
of courtesy the difficulty
should be referred to the
relevant expert technical
committee for consideration and a recommendation. Hence:
AMENDMENT: that
the issue concerning paragraph 1.8.3 of Australian
Certification Standard be
referred to the Certification Standards Commit-
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:HGFAAGM
continued ... :
t •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• J
defined anywhere our roles, expectations, and so
forth. At this meeting we have heard of many examples ofthings which could have been done better
if only people had known who was responsible for
what, and what is expected of them.
Steve: went through this exercise at work because
of this very problem. It is very important, but do not
under-estimate how much work is required to get it
right.
Ian: also need to standardize software, fonts,
presentation styles and so forth.
All: agreed to use Helvetica 13 Narrow as standard
font, because it allows two columns to be printed
adjacently on an A4 page, which can be cut in two
for easy insertion in the Ops Manual.
ACTION: [A91/19] Mollo (NNSW) to bitmap
HGFA logo into a .TIF file using Corel Draw application.
MOTION: [M91/20] that Tas co-ordinate the
development of an HGFA Procedures Manual.
Moved: Tas., Seconded: NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/20] Exec Dir, President, VicePresident, Treasurer, Skysailor Editor, & Comps
Rep to supply relevant passages defining their roles
to Rohan (Tas) for incorporation into Procedures
Manual.
Broke for lunch at 13:05, and resumed at 13:35.
Ian: welcome everyone, and especially all newcomers and observers. New representatives were
introduced: Dave,Marsh has stepped down as SQld
rep and has been replaced by Phil Pritchard; Gary
Wright has offered a letter of resignation, which we
accept with regret, and welcome Andrew
Humphries as the WA rep; Phil Hird has stepped
down as NNSW rep and has been replaced by Steve
Hocking.
Election of Office Bearers:
Richard Reitzin was re-elected as President, no
other nominations being received.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: NOld.
Mark Pike was re-elected as Treasurer, no other
nominations being received.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: SOld.
Rohan Grant was re-elected as Vice-President, no

other nominations being received.
Moved: NNSW., Seconded: SOld.
There followed a brief discussion about the
role of the Secretary, and a re-affirmation of
the Executive's role with respect to the Board.
Rob Woodward was elected as Secretary, no
other nominations being received.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: SOld.
Administrative Issues:
Discussion about the office needs of the Association. The memory requirement of most
current software has exceeded the existing
XT's capacity to contain it. It was agreed that
the best course is to purchase a current 386DX
series machine to run the Association's
database and other functions, and keep the XT
for small word processing tasks, and as a backup machine.
MOTION: [M91/21] that HGFAobtain a licence
to use Word Perfect 5.1 and purchase a 386DX
compatible PC, to be funded from the Investment
Fund.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: ACT., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/21] Mark (Treasurer) to call
tenders based on optimum specification for this
type of machine.
Pilot Certification:
Discussed means of changing attitudes about
licensing and assessment issues. Agreed that changing wording on official documents would be a start,
and that these should be phased in as documentation is replaced.
MOTION: [M91/22] that "Site Rating" be
renamed "Classification" and "Pilot Rating" be
renamed "Pilot Certificate" or "Pilot Licence" in all
HGFA documentation.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: SNSW., Carried Unanimously.
MOTION: [M91/23] that Regions consult with
their Instructors, Examiners and Safety Officers
about Hang Gliding Novice Certificate soaring requirements and report to the Coaching Committee
by 15 October 1991.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: SOld., Carried Unanimously.
URGENT ACTION: [A91/22] All Regions consult with their Instructors, Examiners and Safety

Nick Gahan landing at Sunshine Beach· photo by Janine Hobbs

Officers about Hang Gliding Novice Certificate
soaring requirements and report to the Coaching
Committee by 15 October 1991.
Had another "all in" discussion. Issues broached
were:
Richard: movement of responsibility and tasks out
from HGFA to Regions and Clubs.
Mark: spoke about control of expenditure, on what
grounds claims will be reimbursed, and made the
strong point that those making personal claims
must appreciate that although fair, substantiated
claims will always be paid the budget is not bottomless and so some thought must be given to ensure
that HGFA funds are spent prudently.
Woody: perception of pilots [yes, again, the meeting
did take his concerns very seriously!]
Was answered variously:growing respect within
CAA for our sport, particularly because of the contrast between our success in self-regulation and
administration, and the problems of some other air
sports who shall remain nameless; we are still flying,
more often and for longer; gained clearance to 5,000
ft (cf many other countries), and soon to be extended to 10,000 ft; now legal to fly powered; others
are protected against our actions by insurance.
Richard: proposed a "razor gang" to investigate
funding improprieties.
Mark: true cost of all programmes will be available
in March '92.
Rob: would like to see identified programmes and
funding that groups may apply for. (Someone: "Try
reading the 5 Year Plan, Woody!")
Ian: intends to change the tone of his reports to
Skysailor from exhortations for safe flying to statements of achievement by HGFA and its members.
Richard: would like to see Regional reps names and
contact information published on page 3 of
Sk)lSailor.
Richard: "... impecunious oligopoly on 4 groats per
year."
Rob: tabled three letters of concern received from
members about HGFA's activities.
Ian: we have a duty of care to seriously consider all ..
expressions of concern received from members.
Rob: concern about of changing refunding proportions to regions.
Marketing and Promotion:
Mark: HG FA can ease financial burden on pilots by
further diversifying income sources. Recommends
marketing a range of "sport promotional items"
(taxed differently if you call them this, apparently)
with HGFA retaining difference between price and
costs to offset losses in income due to cutbacks in
govt funding. Clubs to be offered di§counts for bulk
purchases.
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MOTION: [M91/24) that HGFA Management
Board approve the purchase of quantities of
suitable sport promotional items with a trial float of
$10,000.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: WA, Carried U nanimously.
ACTION: [A91/23) Warwick (NOld) to have 300
T-shirts printed, immediately.
Mark and Marie: there have been many requests
for an official H GFA calender over the years. Have
investigated costs and believe that an allocation of
$6,000 per annum for the next twoyears can produce
a successful high quality generic calender. Examples
were shown to the meeting.
MOTION: [M91/25) that HGFA Management
Board approve the production of and actively
promote the marketing of a 1993 HGFA calender.
Moved: SOld., Seconded: Vic. For: SA, NNSW,
SOld, NOld, Tas, WA, SNSW, Vic. Against: ACT.
Carried. [Don't know why ACT voted against this
motion.)
ACTION: [A91/24) Mark (Treasurer) to write to
Skysailor to outline the aims he holds for his term
in this position.
ACTION: [A91/25) Marie (Skysailor Editor) to
promote Board reps to membership through articles and interviews to be published in Skysailor.
MOTION: [M91/26) that each Region propose at
least one motion to improve the cost effectiveness
of HGFA services to members at the '92 Planning
Meeting.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/26) All Regions to propose at
least one motion to improve the cost effectiveness
of HGFA services to members at the '92 Planning
Meeting.
Competitions:
$3,000 has been allocated by the AISfor airfares and
accommodation for a Training Camp for 12 to 15
pilots. Comps Committee believes that Grant
Heaney and Shawn Keane are willing to organise
this event for March 1992.
MOTION: [M91/27) that ACT approach Grant
Heaney and Shawn Keane to organise/arrange an
AIS Training Camp for March 1992.
Moved: NNSW., Seconded: WA, Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/27) that ACT approach Grant
Heaney and Shawn Keane to organise/arrange an
AIS Training Camp for March 1992.
Mollo: tabled proposed competition dates [see
compiled calender belOW).
The President was approached by Jo MacNamarra seeking help and recognition from the
Board for women pilots and competitors. Several
motions were proposed by the President:
,A

MOTION: [M91/28) the HGFA fully supports
the formatien"0fwn Australian Women's Team to
compete in the Women's World Championships in
Japan in 1993. Moved: SNSW., Lapsed for want of
a Seconder.
MOTION: [M91/29] that the HGFA seek the
support of the ASC and AIS for such a team in
terms of the current policy of the ASC's Sports
Development Programme. Moved: SNSW., Lapsed
for want of a Seconder.
MOTION: [M91/30] that HGFA, through its
Competitions Committee, formulate criteria for the
selection of future Women~s Teams.
Moved: SNSW., , Lapsed for want of a Seconder. [I

December 1991

hope that readers will understand that because of
the need for brevity like any other topic only the
principle issues that were raised on this complex
'subject have been included.] On this subject these
motions lapsed not because of a lack of support for
women or their endeavours, but because it was
explained that the motions arose out of a
misunderstanding about the way in which competition funds are made available by the ASC and the
role of the HGFA concerning funding of competitions and competitors. [Further proof of the need
fora Procedures Manual?) Women competitors can
expect to receive all the support that the HGPA can
offer them in international competition. Discussion
turned to a Women's Rep on the Competition Committee' and the formation of a committee to deal
with women's issues.
MOTION: [M91/31) that HGFA approves in
principle the formation of a Women's Committee
and invites Jo MacNamarra to submit proposed
terms of reference for such a Committee.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/28) Mollo (Comps Committee)
to forward terms of reference of Comps Committee
to Jo to help her with the drafting of terms of
reference for a Women's Committee.
Pormal complaints were tabled from the
Australian Women's Hang Gliding Team and the
Australian Men's Paragliding Team concerning the
scoring system and rules used at events conducted
in Kossen recently.
MOTION: [M91/32) that HGFA request our
CIVLdelegate to ensure that the Local Regulations
presented at CIVL meetings include a full copy of
the Scoring System and any other rules necessary to
determine an individual or team score at a World
Championship.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: SA, Carried Unanimously.

next Board Meeting.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded: SA, Carried Unanimously.
WA proposed to help the formulation of policy
by acting as chaser to all regions to get motions
prepared and circulated in advance of Board meetings.
MOTION: [M91/35] that one region accept
responsibility to collate and circulate notice of motions and business in advance of a1l HGFA Board
meetings.
Moved: WA., Seconded: Vic., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/30] Andrew? (WA) accepts the
responsibility of collating and circulating notice of
motions and business in advance of all HGPA
Board meetings. SA put up 3 motions without
notice.
MOTION: [M91/36] that HGFA gives at least 6
weeks notice of any fee increase to be proposed at
the annual convention to all its members.
Moved: SA, Lapsed for want of a Seconder. [Check
the voting by SA on this issue at previous meetings.]
The Treasurer repeated that the earliest we can
get meaningful financial analysis of our budget position is 7 months into the financial year. In the
interests of keeping the fees as low as possible it is
prudent to set the next year's fees as late as possible,
that is as close to the start of the financial year as is
possible. This window means that the autumn Planning Meeting is the only appropriate time. But
trying to forecast the situation in January is pointless. [I don't think I wrote that very well but I hope
I got his meaning across.)
MOTION: [M91/37) that HGFA fees for a financial year be set at the Planning Meeting immediately
prior to that financial year.
Moved: NNSW., Seconded: Vic., Carried Unanimously.

Meeting closed for the
day at 18:00.
Day 3 of AGM began at
9:45, Sunday, 8 September
1991.
.
General Business:
WA put up 2 motions
without notice.
MOTION : [M91/33)
that George and MarjOrie
Bignell be accepted as life
members
of
the
HGAWA, in recognition
of their services to the
sport, and that HGFA
waive its fees to them.
Moved: WA , Seconded:
NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/29]
HGAWA and Ian (Exec
Dir) to implement this
motion. It arose in discussion that HGFA has no
provision for the award ing of life membership in
its Constitution.
Hence: MOTION:
[M91/34) that SA submit
guide-lines for the
eligibility of life membership of the HGFA to the
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:HGFAAGM
continued ...J:
MOTION: [M91/38] that HGFA should critically
assess the current hang gliding certification system
with a view to amending the system to become more
skill oriented with multiple choice questions and a
greater reliance on log books. Each region to
prepare a report to be presented by 31 December
1991.
Moved: SA, Seconded: Vic. For: SA, NNSW, SQld,
NQld, ACT, WA, SNSW, Vic. Against: Tas., , Carried. (Tas voted against this because it was appallingly worded and the topics had already been dealt
with under earlier motions.]
MOTION: [M91/39] that SA does not agree with
the current direction of the HGFA and its policy of
escalating bureaucracy and diversion of funds from
basic pilots' needs.
Moved: SA, , Lapsed for want of a Seconder.
[What a surprise. See all the earlier discussion.]
Mollo: I have received many calls from all over
the world requesting that HGFA act to recognize
the actions of Steve Blenkinsop in the tragic death
of Pepe Lopez.
MOTION: [M91/40] that HGFA nominate Steve
Bienkinsop for the award of an FAl Hang Gliding
Diploma in recognition of his actions in the unfortunate death of Pepe Lopez.
MoVed: NNSW., Seconded: SNSW., Carried Unanimously.
ACTION: [A91/31] FAl Delegate to nominate
Steve Blenkinsop for the FAI Hang Gliding
Diploma. If you are not familiar with the events
that concern Steve's nomination please approach
your region's rep. (These notes aren't worthy of the
subject.]
Stopped for smoko, 10:40, and resumed at 10:50.
Special Business:
INSURANCE: Discussion of issues. Visiting
pilots must now apply to HGFA Office. Recent
$20,000 claim will alert our insurance company to
the claim potential of personal injury. Likely to lead
to an increase in premium. Have received a quote
of $19,000 for same coverage as presently with
Instructors' coverage included for this price.
MOTION: [M91/41] that HGFA ask other nations to alert their pilots of HGFA's requirements

of visiting pilots.
Moved: SA., Seconded: WA., Carried Unanimously.
Ian: $40 exercise to write to 35 nations.
ACTION: [A91/32] that Ian Exec Dir) to write to
other nations to alert their pilots of HGFA's requirements of visiting pilots.
Mollo and Phil: NSW Dept of Parks, Wildlife and
Conservation requesting coverage to $10 million.
Problem in that it causes a precedent.
Someone: should regions seek coverage of their
own sites?
Someone-else: service/merchandising opportunityHGFA offer personal accident insurance, say at $15
with $5 being retained as processing fee.
Discussed whether any Committees exist that are
no longer required. Have they achieved the goals
stated in their terms of reference?
Mark and Mollo: powered hang glider pilots
financially support the other disciplines. Review all
fees in March with a view to making equitable again
now that start up costs for powered have been
covered.
COACHING AND TOWING COMMITTEES:
the need for such animals to promote the improvement of safety and flying skills was universally
agreed upon at the recent Level 1 Instructors
Course. Hence:
MOTION: [M91/42] that HGFA Board accept
the Coaching Committee, as recommended at the
'91 National Instructors Course, as a full committee
oftheHGFA
Moved: NNSW., Seconded: SNSW., Carried Unanimously.
MOTION: [M91/43] that the HGFA Board accept the terms of reference submitted by the Coaching Committee.
Moved: W A, Seconded: SNSW., Carried Unanimously.
MOTION: [M91/44] that the Towing Committee
as formed at the '91 National Instructors Course be
accepted as an ad hoc committee, whose sole function is to expedite the promulgation of HGFA approved towprocedures and the inclusion of the Tow
Procedures in the HGFA Operations Manual, and
that the Tow Committee be dissolved when these
tasks are completed.

Time to head for the other end of the field, Tommo. Darkan,
WA - photo Clayton Isbel

Moved: NNSW., Seconded: NQld., Carried Unanimously.
cosrS: Another big talk about representation at
Board Meetings, that is who should attend, reduction of Board Meeting costs, and duties of participants. Discussed viability of billeting to reduce
accommodation costs. Apply to grants processes at
Federal and State levels and any other avenues to
defray costs. Option to combine with other HGFA
events, eg Eungella compo
COMMUNICATION:
Mollo and Rohan: suggestion that some-one should
query each region and committee and compile a
monthly summary of activity for distribution. Onus
on all to report issues properly and fully and not
abdicate duty to communicate progress or lack
there-of.
ACTION: [A91/33] Andrew (ytA) to regularly
compile summary of activity from each region and
committee to forward to Exec Dir for distribution
to each Region.
ACTION: [A91/34j All Regions to provide current corrected Contact Lists to Exec Dir, for issue
to all.
Richard: "... very gravely fear to the point of near
certainty... "
A bit of brain-storming followed:
Mollo: we have a need for reports on status of
ACTIONS.
Ian: a proforma would be helpful. What format?
Mark: label uniquely like United Nations does it
resolutions. eg Minute No./Year and Status. Keep
in a Minute Register with outcomes.
Phil: helps justify expenditure to members. Steve:
include estimated completion date.
Andr::w: watch dog role.
Mark began to draft a design on the white board
which was added to by Ian and others.
ACTION: [A91/35] Rohan (Tas) to draft these
designs and compile the motions of this meeting
and the previous Planning Meeting as a start to an
HGFA Motions Register.
Mollo: who is/will be responsible for maintaining
the Ops Manual?
Broke for lunch at 12:50, and resumed at 13:20.
5 Year Plan:
Ian: ASC forward commitments for '91/'92:
Category
Admin
Coaching

Compet'n

Amount Purpose
$5,000
General Administration
$1,000
CIVL
CACL2 design &
$2,000
implementation
$1,000
CACL3 design &
implementation
$1,000
Tow & Tandem
Procedures Manual prod
$1,000
Safety Officer & Examiner
Workshops
$2,000
Flatlands
$3,000
Paragliding Open
(International Comps)
$5,000
Hang Gliding PreWorlds, USA, '92
$2,000
Women's Pre-worlds in
Japan
$1,000,
High Altitude Training
Camp

Total of $28,000 committed, including AlS funds
for in-house training. Funding is tied to competition
history ie the better you do the more you are given.
r------------------------~
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:LContinues
on page 27:J
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THE BLIT
A Design by Airborne
Blitz

Area
Span
Aspect ratio
Weight
Pilot weight

sqm
m

kg
kg

137

146

155

12.76
9.36
6.90
28
45-65

13.60
9.75
6.90
29
55-80

14.37
10.10
7.10
33
60-95

CERTIFIED IN GERMANY
AND AUSTRALIA

12/ 30 Kalaroo Rd ., Redhead , NSW 2290, Australia, Tel. 049499199, Fax: 049499395

This is what makes us the best:

> Air Park has it very own training slopes or
> Air Park Provides on site accommodati
advanced pilots

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Air Park has Winch towing to heights of 1
Air Park can tow on site in every wind dUI
Air Park has Inland and Coastal soaring SJ
Air Park has HGFA approved Tanden: JIn
Air Park has airstrip and hangar facilitie-;

,

Air Park are agents for Airborne, Enterprij
Air Park stocks a full range of new and us'
Air Park has a team of experienced and
Gliders and Trikes

> Air Park has got it all.
SAVE FUEL - SAVE T
STOP PRESS:
New Year Eve Party at High Adv
All pilots and gU(
Don't forget to brir
Call Lee Scott For More Information
Fly

Phone High Adventure A

GENTLE GRASSY TRAINING SLOPES ARE
LITERALLY ON THE DOORSTEP.

High Adventure Air Park
Australia's fIrst airpark for hang gliding
and ultralights.
In the last three months the High Adventure Air park has had a fantastic number of
students who are well towards completing
their novice ratings. Of 90 days up to
November 1st we were training for 79 of
them. With weather conditions as good as
that, it is plain to see why High Adventure
Air Park is the place to come if you are
serious about hang gliding.

If you want to learn in the most productive
way and avoid wasted time and money our
block courses will have you soaring sooner.

site

In where you can mix with and learn from

00 ft on site

ction

:es within a 10 Km radius

itruction on site

III

~

site.

Wings and Moyes

d flying equipment
HGFA qualified instructors for both Hang

[ME- SAVE MONEY
~nture

Air Park, December 31st.

,sts are welcome.
g your glider too!

On Lessons, Equipment Or Just Fun
ng.

ir Park

(065) 565265

Ever wondered what to give that keen
aviator in your family for Christmas,
birthdays and other special occasions?

New Products
Now available from HGFA
Support your sport
Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back
Legionnaires Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots' - every pilot should have one on their bookshelf
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book
Order now for Christmas

HGFA, PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720, Ph/Fx: 069-472888
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard and mastercard accepted, Phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.

lTV
THE PROFILES THAT INSPIRE
RESPECT
SKY EATERS PARAGLIDING SCHOOL

S.A. HILL SOARERS

DAVID DE GUNZBOURG
15 WATSON ST.
WODONGA 3690 VIC
(060) 246 501

RICK WILSON
20 NEVILLE AVE .
THEBARTON SA 5031
(08) 2340516

Laurence Clarel Tournier
Norbert Barboux
Ali Gali
Thierry Barboux

THE PARAGLIDING CENTRE
IAN LADYMAN
P.O. BOX 413
CHARLESTOWN NSW 2290
(049)498946
FAX (049)621991
INT. 61 49 498946
FAX 6149 621991

Champion de France 89 SAPHIR lTV
Champion de France 88 GEMMA lTV
Champion de France 87 ALNAIR lTV
ler au Championnat d ' Australie 90
SAPHIR lTV

- STOCK AVAILABLE -

SAPHIR, METEOR ,VEGA, TITAN.
GENERAL ENQUIRIES:
ANTOINE TERRAY

(02) 5503499

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
40.00
18.00
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:HGFAAGM
continued ...J:
Men's funding has been falling back as our results
have fallen, whilst women's funds are increasing.
Funds are available from State govts. NNSW and
SNSW have agreed to place their applications
through Steve Hocking. Old regions advised to use
the same approach.

• 9

•

9
• 8
• ?

Renewal options were raised again, but agreed to
defer any changes until existing system has settled.
Mark: reminded all that we agreed to certain
actions concerning non-financial members at the
Planning Meeting. Re-affirmed that the only solution is local action in light of local knowledge.
Rohan: other organisations frequently have club
membership officers whose sole responsibility is
administration of membership - maintenance of
records of membership, chasing people with the tin
rattling and advising the Executive and event organisers of any problems.
Mollo: time to issue lists of nonfinancial pilots to
clubs. use discretion, because of the possibility of
errors and other embarrassments.
Mark: clubs to act by questioning those identified
as to whether they wish to continue flying, until a
response is forthcoming, then publish list of expilots.
Richard: duty to advise them that if they choose to
fly without a valid certificate they are in breach of
the ANOs, and of the penalties that apply to this
offence.
Ian: Key is to change attitude - fee is for licence
renewal.
Someone: expiration statement: pay fee & we will
take no action.
Mark: responsibility lies at regional level.
ACTION: [A91/36] Mark (Treasurer) and Ian
(Exec Dir) to draft proforma of advisory letter to
issue to regions and clubs.
Calender: [I've taken the liberty of including all
the dates from this meeting and the last to produce
as complete a schedule as possible, as I believe this
would be most useful to all concerned. It includes
proposed dates from the Comps Committee, which
I've marked with an .... ]
HGFA CALENDER, including National and
Regional Competitions:
duration dates
6
3
?
8
9
8
8
?
?
3

• 2
3
• 7

even

Eungella Comp
SEOld Comp
Thredbo Cup
BogongCup
Flatlands
Aust Hang Gliding
Open (Nationals)
25/1/92 - 2/2/92 Aust PG Open
MtCole Cup
?/2/92 - ?/2/92
Lawrence Hargreaves
?/2/92 - ?/3/92
13/3/92 - 15/3/92 Planning Meeting,
Perth WAor
Brisbane, Old
(subject to cost)
, , early/4/92
Fee advice to Skysailor
?/5/92
Issue Certificate
Renewal Notices
19/9/92 - 20/9/92 Gillies Comp
22/9/92 - 24/9/92 AGM, at Eungella
Chalet,Old
26/9/92 - 3/10/92 Eungella Comp

28/9/91 - 4/10/91
?/9/91 - ?/l0/91
?112/91 - ?/12/91
28/12/91 - 511/92
7/1/92 - 16/1/92
18/1/92 - 26/1/92

December 1991

3
3

28/12/92 - 5/1/92 Bogong Cup / Victorian Open
7/1/93 - 16/1/93 Flatlands
19/1/93 - 27/1/93 Aust Hang Gliding
Open
29/1/93 - 6/2/93 Aust Paragliding
Open, also Mt Cole
Cup (won't be held if
Aust HG , , , , Open
is held in the Mt Cole
vicinity)
Planning Meeting
?/3/93
Melbourne, Vic.
AGM, Brisbane or
?/9/93
Coolangatta

Because we have reps travelling via every mainland capital city and because of the relativities of air
travel costs at present there is no one capital city
that has a significant cost advantage over any other,
Hobart excepted. It was agreed by all that whilst air
fares prices permit, we should take advantage of the
opportunity to hold meetings in the distant capitals
to allow as much participation of remote members
as possible. [Never look a junket in the mouth!]
Mark: received quote of $3,500 for travel to Perth.
Rohan: investigate corporate rates and ' Frequent
Flyers' type offers. HGFA flights must total quite a
lot?
Mollo: over 100 flights this year because of CACLl,
and an average of at least 50 even in quiet years.
Woody: cost effectiveness and spin-offs from using
this approach in other areas too, no doubt.
ACTION: [A91/3?] Each concerned Region to
provide proposal with quotation, for travel and accommodation of 15 to a Board meeting in their
region, to Mark (Treasurer).
MOTION: [M91/45] that HGFAaccept the draft
calender subject to continuing cheap airfares.
Moved: Vic., Seconded: NNSW., Carried Unanimously.
Executive Directors Contract:
President, Treasurer, SA, ACT and Exec Dir
withdrew to discuss Exec Dir's employment contract.
There followed some reminiscences of past competitions, small town hospitality, demographics and
genetic diversity. [Enough said.]
President, Treasurer, SA, ACT and Exec Dir
returned. Reported that further work is required to
develop the contract prior to Nov '91.
Mollo: precedent exists for Board to execute such a
contract.
MOTION: [M91/46]
that HGFA Executive execute a contract for the
remuneration of the Executive Director prior to
November 1991.
Moved:
SNSW.,
Seconded: Tas., Carried
Unanimously.

General Business:
Opened the meeting to questions from the floor.
NATIONAL LADDER:
What is HGFA's policy towards pilots on the National Ladder whose membership has lapsed for a
significant period?
Mollo: special warning to them that HGFA must
remove them from the National Ladder. This has
implications for some who have entered into sports
contracts and a couple of instructors!
Rohan: but not to remove them discriminates
against those who have done the right thing and are
being kept out of the Nat Ladder by ex-pilots.
Mollo: sets a precedent, and has implications for all
those with HGFA privileges.
Some-one: including eligibility for life membership?
Richard: allow a two month grace period, but act
across the board.
Ian: need to lead by example, especially Instructors.
Woody: tie funding of comps to condition that all
entered pilots hold current membership.
Richard: something else to include on advisory letter, "... wiUlose all privileges, including... •.
INCORPORATION: new regions are not yet incorporated.
ACTION: [A91/39] Regions not yet incorporated, get on with it.

ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER:
ACTION: [A91/40] All Regions to advise
Treasurer of Account Number to enable EFT to be
established.
Treasurer and Exec Dir are exchanging a least
one fax per day. His employer is beginning to tire of
this. Agreed to purchase a second fax machine with
a switching facility for receiving faxes and phone
calls after hours at the HGFA office in Tumut, with
the current machine to be sent to Mark's home.
MOTION: [M91/47] that the Treasurer is
authorised to acquire a second facsimile machine,
with a switching facility.
Moved: Vic., Seconded:, Tas., Carried Unanimously.
MOTION: [M91/48] a vote of thanks goes to SA
and to Rob Woodward in particular for organising
and hosting this meeting.
Moved: SNSW., Seconded:, Vic., Carried Unanimously.
'91 Annual General Meeting closed at 16:10, Sunday, 8 September 1991.

PROFESSIONAL

SAIL REPAIRS

ACTION: [M91/38]
Members of the HGFA
Executive execute a contract for the remuneration of the Executive
Director prior to November 1991.

PH/FAX (049) 422 483
Alan Daniel

Wingtech Pty Ltd
SKYSAILOR
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Powered Parachutes
Interview With Howard Hughes

SS: Why is the aircraft manufacturer of
Australian Light Wing getting involved
with powered parachutes?
HH: Firstly, you have to realise that this
is how we got started, with trikes and hang
gliders and minimal aircraft. This is where
it all began in Ballina, we flew hang gliders
with lawn mower engines lashed to our
backbones.
SS: Yes I do remember something about
that years ago.
HH:Our powered parachute is a step
towards cheaper sports flying,times are
tough and money is scarce and people still
want to go flying. So if a customer walks
through our doorway and he is on a
limited budget our aim is to provide him
with some means of satisfying his dreams
and ambitions and if a powered parachute
is one way of providing it, so be it.

ss: Where did the design come from?
HH: Basically it is our own design but it
is based around the purpose built JPX
engine which is the lightest of its type and
was developed specifically for foot
launched powered parachutes.
SS: How did you find this engine?
HH: We visited France and inspected
the fa6toi'y where the engine is made. A
lot of time has been put into develo~ing
this engine and it's reduction drive. The
engine's based on improving engines previously used which were too heavy, the
bottom line or design criteria, if you like,
was th'e Japanese woman. As these power

parachutes
have become
quite popular
in Japan and
as you can imagine
the
Japanese
woman is a
very small
person compared
to
European
woman, the
engine and
the power
pack itself
Australian Light Wing's powered parachute
had to be
Note: dual ignition
developed to
HH: Yes, defInitely, particularly with
be as light as possible so that the Japanese the possibility of fouling plugs on the
female sports aviator could land without small 2 stroke engines.
splintering her ankles.
SS: Does this lessen the possibility of
SS: Is your prototype foot launched?
engine failure on take off?
HH: Yes but we have a set of wheels
HH: Correct and this is great. As an
(sold separately) that can be bolted on to engine failure on take off with any aircraft
the unit for those who wish to use the unit can be a problem, and with a powered
as a go-cart, the back-pack can also be parachute, due to the pendulum effect, its
used with grass skies or we have even tried no different to a 2 seat Light Wing in
those in-line rollerskates, you could take terms of the danger of engine failure.
the unit with the wheels to the track as a
SS: What is the all up weight of the back
fan driven go-cart. We may soon have an
pack?
adaptor to fIt to a foot launched hangHH: 22 kg, this is not much more than a
glider also.
hiker's
back-pack.
SS: What horse power is the unit?
HH: Approximately 20 horse power, its
a sweet little motor, it also has duel ignition.
SS: That is a big plus.

-------------------------Note: harness comes with parachute

SS: Where do the parachutes come
from?
HH: Parachutes Australia have been
very co-operative throughout the
development programme and we have
been using their parachutes exclusively in
our test aircraft for years, however we
won't be going for high performance
chutes with the back-packs, just the larger
and much safer square mattress canopies,
so cruise speeds will be around 40 km/hr.
SS: Will the powered chute be available
without the parachute?
HH: Yes, we sell the back pack and the
chute as 2 individual items.
SS. How much?
HH. We haven't fmalised that yet but
about $4,900 EX tax. for the backpack,
and -about $500 for the wheels.
SS. Thank you Howard.
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South Australia Hill Soarers
Paragliding Centre
Excellent coastal sites and hiland ridges
HGFA certified instructor
Advance
lTV
Falhawk

Agent for

Second hand wings all in excellent condition
Omega 26
Sigma 25
lTV Meteor 26 (new)
Athlete 22
Meteor Gold 22 (new)
Athlete 24
Saphir lTV 103
Neo 19

Advanced pilot
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Intermediate
Advanced
Intermediate

Phone (08)2340516
Fax (08) 2316813

.~~ alU)i::t.lli.ln

~-; -

--, Ii,! hi )I'il'l~

Power Back Pack
Engine

JPX Dual Ignition 200cc

Prop

1.2 mdiam.

.

Reduction 2.2:1
Weight

22 kg

Harness

Shoulder type

Options

Go-cart wheels with steerable nose
wheel

Throttle

Hand held with kill switch

Tank

10 litres

Parachute

Recommended 11 cell capacity 130
kg Parachutes Australia

Australian Light Wing
Southerncross Drive Ballina NSW
PO Box 89 Ballina NSW 2478

Phone: (066) 868658, Fax: (066) 868343
December 1991
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You Don't Always Come Down - B Line Stalls
by Sepp Geschwendtner

Translation from Drachenflieger
magazine January 1991
Naturally not all paragliders have the
same flight characteristics, so the following methods can only be treated as a
generalisation. You need to consider all
possibilities, and if you decide to use the
B line stall, the following is a fuller explanation.
The B line stall is only possible with
canopies that have separate A and B lines.
I ftnd it impossible to reach up to the B
lines on canopies with one riser for A and
B lines. Thus, with the former, the best
method is to grab the end of the B risers
on both sides and simultaneously pull
them down. On most canopies you will
need to use great force initially, with less
force once your hands are level with your
head. The risers are then pulled to
shoulder or breast height and held there.

The canopy stays inflated above the
pilot's head, gets pulled down chord-wise
in the area of the B lines and loses significant chord length. With most
canopies, after the hard initial phase of
pulling the risers down, the flow will
separate from the groove in the prolle,
after which most canopies stay in a stable
and non-critical state. Through experience, it has been proved beneftcial
not to let go of the brakes. There is a
danger of creating a full stall only with
those canopies that have a very small
brake range and suffer from parachutal
stalls. Certain canopies can even be
steered by the pulled down risers. To
recover, as with all manoeuvres, sufficient
height must be available. The risers are
slowly allowed to rise again. It has been
found advantageous to let the risers go
more quickly once the hands are above
the head. This results in quicker redevelopment of laminar air flow.
Advantages
Good sink rate, good canopy form,
stability
No canopy deformation

Method of height reduction
Spirals

Sink rate
6-15 mls

Parachutal stall

4-6 mls

Full stall

5-10 mls

Good sink rate, easy to initiate in turbulence

Big ears

3-6 mls

Front stall

4-6 mls

Only do this manoeuvre with good forward speed, ideal for example to fly
away from light cloud suck or to distance
oneself from a mountain face, after initiating stable flight path.
Can be initiated in strong lift; has a
relatively stable flight path.

B Line stall

8-15 mls

Translated by Rob Schrottner
Warning:
The above manoeuvres should only be
done after consultation with a Paragliding
Instructor, Safety Officer or advanced
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Can be initiated in turbulence; very high
sink rate over great height differences;
no critical canopy deformation; easy to
recover, stable flight path.

pilot. The B Line stall can be useful in
stable height loss when thermalling or
when caught in strong cloud suck whilst
coastal soaring. It should have plenty of
height and a reserve 'chute. Caution

SKYSAILOR

Most canopies then return to normal
flight. Canopies with parachutal stall tendencies like to go into parachutal stalls
and can be brought out by normal
recovery methods (quick stall, pulling
down the A lines, spirals). All canopies
react differently, depending on plan form,
span, trimming, wing loading, etc., and
therefore its necessary to ask the
manufacturer before trying such
manoeuvres. The desired conditions to
carry out the manoeuvre in are: plenty of
height, and over 'water if possible. Also
you must have a reserve 'chute.
To be a good pilot, not only thermalling
skills are needed, but knowing how to
safely get rid of enough height. Be
warned that all these manoeuvres do not
save you from any "thunderstorm flying".
15 mls descent rate is a small rate of movement for a decent Cu Nim.

Disadvantages
Hard to initate in turbulence or wind;
not possible to hold for long periods
Not enough sink rate; hard to keep in
stall with many canopies
Wrong reaction when entering or
recovering can be dangerous due to
canopy deformation, danger of line entanglement. Some canopies may enter
a spin or go parachutal after.
Not enough sink rate; only possible with
separate A and B risers.

Not enough sink rate; some canopies go
parachutal after recovery of front stall;
often only possible with separate A and
B risers.
Great force needed at initiation; only
possible with separate A and B risers;
some canopies go parachutal after
recovery.

should be taken when doing any of these
manoeuvres in strong laminar air as there
is more of a risk of going into a parachutal
stall after recovery.
M. Mitsos

December 1991
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The Instrument of the World Champion

The new dynamic
precision series to
meet the highest
demands

FLYTEC 3010
FLYTEC 3020
FLYTEC 3030

High technology and
top quality flight
instruments made in
Switzerland

FLYTEC 3010:

Twin vario display, Altimeter 1 and 2,
Indicator, peak value memories

FLYTEC 3020:

As Flytec 3010 plus additional peak value
memories, real time clock, stopwatch

FLYTEC 3030:

As Flytec 3020 plus integrated Barograph.
Barograph is built to F A I standards!

Additional:

Special Delta bracket to mount Instrument in
any possible ways on round and air foil tubes.
Speed indicator turbine for highest precision.
All instruments one year warranty.

speed

Instruments in stock.

/'
Call today:

December 1991

Flytec distributor of Australia, Peter Eicher
3 0 S c he e 1 eSt.,
Sur r e y Hill s, 3 1 2 7 Vic tor i a
Phone AH /Fax 03/836 97 07
SKYSAILOR
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Jesse De Caires, sponsored by Ballantine's Whiskey, recently
competed in Madeira Island, off Portugal and placed third.

~~~!~~ourtne¥~;W"

Prudential Assunihce Co .
believes his cottip
· · any may
be ablelOassiSf With rdatively i~e*pensive life in- .....
suranceJor aviators. He
8m be contaCted at 494 <>

Townsend
............ stAlbri
.. ,..............1Y NSW
............

Setting the standards above the rest
Stop press:

Phil Pritchard wins our SE Qld championships!
Learn from the best cross country pilots in southern Queensland.

SE
Queenslan
Hang Gliding
Services

HGFA certified instructors
Based in Canungra, we are situated between two of the best sites in the
state.
Instruction: Student to cross country standard. We'll help you get there!
Accommodation can be arranged

Gliders: We are agents for AirBorne, Enterprise Wings and Moyes Gliders
Test fly them all; you, the buyer, be the judge

Demo and Used Glider Market
Foil Combat 152 Demo, (winning glider in regional comp) lilac LE grey/pink US new condition
Blitz 146 Demo, white LE grey & fluro yellow US good condition
Aero 170 Race, white LE grey & fluro yellow US, 1 owner good condition
Sting 166 XC, white LE grey & blue US 10 hours total air time new condition
Sting 166 XC, grey LE light blue & yellow US good condition
Foil 150B Race, yellow LE pink & orange US good condition
Moyes Pod, black, medium

Ken Hill

$3800
$3400
$2200
$2600
$3300
$1800
$300

Phil Pritchard

62 Kidston St
Canungra 4275

075435631
32
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Take Aircotec to the cloudbose.

t

AIRCOTEC

\

Aircotec AG
Ebenaustrasse 10
CH -6048 Horw
Telephone 041-485887

AHCOlec Service and DistributIOn

Australia + New Zealand
Air EvasIOn
27 Oberon Avenue
Hawthorn Easl Vic 3123
Australia
PhlFax (03) 8824130

Superlative Swiss Flight Instruments_

Eungella
Competition 1991
A new ramp and a new Chalet manager
plus beautiful weather. What more could
we want. The new ramp certainly made a
difference. Launches were much easier
and able to be accomplished in nil wind.
No one in the trees! May be it was the
ramp or may be it was this year's T Shirt
which depicted hang gliders landing in
trees. Thanks to the locals for a great
ramp. Thanks to Steve and his sponsors
for another great compo
The extra activities included a mole inspection one night, by Justin Smith as part
of his melanoma and skin cancer survey.
Another night there was an' Ask the Pro's,
how they do it' seminar. Graeme Etherton
gave lectures on thermalling and cross
country flying each morning and of course
there was an aerobics class.
As like everywhere else in eastern
Australia, in September this year. It was
dry very dry, any drier and "we would have
been drinking out of the chalet pool". The
8000 feet height clearance was used on
most days.
Round 1. A flight out to Langdon Turn
Point on the North East end of the valley
back to the chalet and then to Finch Hatton air strip. About 72kls. The wind was
from the east waffling up the take-off but
up high it was south west. Early attempts
to follow the southern ridge were unsuccessful. For a change the northern ridge
was working. Near the first turn point I

Glen Duncan launching from the new ramp
found a thermal and circled up at 500 fpm.
Warrick Gill and Andrew Atkinson came
in below and soon circled past me. When
I looked up, there were about 10 Kites
above. The inversion had broken and they
were skying out. The gaggle moved up the
northern side of the ridge back to the
chalet. I went to the southern side but it
still was not working. Even after rounding
the second turn point some went to the
southern ridge only to find disappointment. The middle of the valley was also
working. There were dust devils up to half
the size of a cane paddock and some
found they had trouble getting down on
their final glide. Half the field made goal.
Drew Cooper did the course in 2.5 hours.
Steve Chengody took 5 hours, after getting down Iowa couple of times and then

Eungella launch (among the trees to the left) from above

having to fight the sea breeze on the last
leg. 2nd was Andrew Atkinson and 3rd
Dave Adams. Justin Smith did not find
the turn point till the fifth round, but still
had his longest flight.
Round 2. The day had a little more wind
strength and more head windish. We set
a task with a turn point near Septimus on
the SE side of the valley, then back to Sybil
Ck on the North side then out to Gargett.
This tried to keep most of the flying out in
the flat lands. About 43kls. The wind up
high was from the NE and a lot of pilots
chose to fly the previously unflown route
on the SE side of Pinnacle Mountain. The
thermals were not as good as the day
before but 19 still made goal. 1st Dave
Staver, 2nd Drew Cooper, 3rd Rick Duncan. There were a few landing accidents:
a dislocated elbow, a broken leading
edge, a sprained ankle and one in the
cane. This year, there were few bomb out
paddocks close to the road and the paddocks near the road were small and had
power lines as well as taipans. Overall
about half a dozen landed in the cane and
some of the pro's kissed the cane. One
flyer landed so far into the cane that a
lookout with binoculars had to guide a
search party in the next day. Three of
them had to disassemble the kit inside the
cane before they could carry it out.
Round 3. The day looked similar to
yesterday. The turn point was at Gargett
Bowling Club, back to Sybil Ck with goal
at Gargett Cricket pitch. Again about
43K's. The thermals were more ragged
today and it was difficult to get up. At the
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ICOM

Count on us!
~ ne of the largest selling and most

monitor a priority channel (or channels)

. . . popular UHF CRS handheld

every five seconds while listening to another

transceivers in Australia is also one of the

channel.

smallest. The powerfullcom IC-40G is

Other outstanding features include:

packed with features including 5 watt output,

Power Save, which automatically conserves

12 memory channels for quick selection, scan

power during standby conditions; Night

operation, power save, plus the most

Display Light; Dial Lock and Time Out Timer

comprehensive accessory system available.

for prevention of accidental continuous

Challenge the
Belief that Everything
Big is Better
ICOID

More Powerful Performance.

transmission. Built rugged and encased in a

To ensure effective performance, the ICAOG

tough, splash and dust resistant membrane

incorporates'high sensitivity and full 5 watt

cover, the IC-40G is ideal for professionals,

output power. A Full Scan function

enthusiasts and all outdoor applications.

repeatedly searches all 40 operating channels

A wide variety of options are also available

to find your desired channel immediately.

including speaker-microphones, headset,

And Memory Scan can sequentially search

battery packs, carrying cases, base charger,

1Z memory channels, and skip

power adaptor and an advanced 5-Tone

unwanted channels.

Selective Calling System can be easily

The Best Things In Life

installed at your !com dealer.

COllIe In Small Packages
Another function on the compact IC-40G is
Dual Watch. This operation allows you to

December 1991

For further information call free on (008) 338 915
or write to Reply Paid 1009 Icom Australia Pty Ltd
P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3181
Telephone (03) 529 7582
A.CN. 006092575
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:LEungella
comp continued ..:J:
second bowl, it was pandemonium. I
turned back for the safety of ridge lift, but
four gliders were coming towards me, at
the same level, so I retreated and had to
bounce around in uneven lift. With twenty
kites milling around at ridge height, it was
very difficult to stay in a thermal and get
up. A lot of the guns got impatient and
tried to cross the second bowl too low only
to bomb out. Only about 6 made goal. 1st
Drew Cooper, 2nd Carl Braden, 20
seconds SLOWER and 3rd Mark
Newland. Dave Staver had a low save out
of the creek bed at the 1st turn point, but
in the process drifted 15 K's off course.
His speed to goal was a slow 11.5 Kph.
Round 4. The winds at 4-5000 feet were
24Kt ENE. The wind was ripping up the
ramp, so we waited for the thermals to
cycle so we could take off in the lulls. In
the meantime a game of footie was played
in the near by oval. Mark Newland's Foil
was blown in the pool and started to do a
lap of back stroke. We held his kite down
with his harness. He must have been carrying 2OK's of ballast. The task was head
wind to Sybil Ck then Garget cricket
pitch. There were good clouds with base
around 6000 feet. If you could get to base
without going back too far, you had an
advantage. Carl Braden won the day with
a speed of 18.6 Kph over the 28.3K course.
2nd Mark Newland. 3rd Rick Duncan.
Round 5. Another task about 43K. First
turn point near Septimus, then Sybil Ck

CQainbow

then Langdon goal. The winds had died
from yesterday, but still about 10Kts
headwind. Danny Scott went for broke,
but got to the first turn point just before
the thermals triggered on the flatlands
and landed there. After that the thermals
got better. Twenty made goal. About 15
gliders crossed goal within a period of 10
minutes. 1st Warwick Gill, 2nd Gordon
Bieske, 3rd Mark Newland. The goal paddock was about 50mm of bull dust. So it is
unlikely we will use that paddock again.
The next day was a lay day. It was also a
good day. Although a little diffIcult to get
up at first. The next round did not occur
as the wind was over the back and cycles

up the front were rare and brief. The
Sunday after the camp is worthy of a mention. It was a cracker jack day from early
on, but over developed in the afternoon
and there were a couple of wild storms.
One which unroofed a house in Garget
and blew over or snapped a few trees.
Fortunately everyone got out of the air
safely.
Carl Braden won the camp, with Mark
Newland 2nd and Drew Cooper 3rd.
Dave Staver won the Queensland
Division, Dave Redman won the B grade
with Steve Chengody only one point behind. Marjorie Beattie won the women's
division.

cgeac~ CP~Oeni~ gc~ooQ
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9Jang QQiding

Rairibow>Beach, Qld

CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR
TANDEM FLIGHTS AVAILABLE
REPRESENTA TlVE FOR MOYES GLIDERS
AND EQUIPMENT

.

New Council By-Law

SPEX::IAL BACK UP SERVICE FOR PILOrS
WHO PURCHASED THE NEW MOYES 2cr'165.
FREE INSTRUcrION 'ill NOVICE RATING
AVAIIABLE.

12 DAY NOVICE RATING COURSE $480.00
1 DAY LESSONS & TANDEM FLIGHT $60.00
30 lARAPINTA COURT
RAINBOW BEACH, alD. 4581
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II

All hang glider pilots intending to fly at Rainbowl3each, please .•...•...
note we have been notified by the Widgee Shir.e Council that we·>
are not longerljennitted to land in the bathing reserve, the area
.• on the beach between the orange fences, or on any park or reser~
ves within the town. .
'-.'..

}It is ofthat
utmostiIl1portance that we obeyth~¢ouncil's wishes and ·
we are
. . :):»\:'.:::::::
. ?':'-:?> {(:::
::>· ~~ow

r.~spo~.si1?~~. pUo~s.

.. ~~.~ further infor~ati~~please Call Alan Goldsworthy on 074 <
&63166

....

PH: (074) 86 3166
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State and Club News
New South Wales
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
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The northern hemisphere summer is
over. By the time it flnished there was
many tales of great flights, stories of old
records being broken and new ones being
set, new and sophisticated gliders coming
from the manufacturers, and the ultimate
paragliding event the second W orId
Championships being held.
AND NOW ITS OUR TURN!
This summer should see as equally an
impressive flying season "down under".
With a forecasted long, hot and dry few
months ahead of us many new records
could be set - with most pilots probably
logging up their best performances.
Before we start to think about these
heady days ahead however we should
remember that we have virtually been
hibernating over the winter months and
that we are waking up to extremely active
skies. Over the next few weeks the air will
become more thermic and unstable and
gone will be those smooth glides that are
so familiar from June through to the end
of August. Perhaps then we should read
again our theory books to job the mind to
the extra hazards that can be encountered
at this time of the year. Perhaps we
should pay a couple of visits to the training
hill to practise some of the ground handling skills that may have deserted us
during winter and perhaps we should go
over some good strong take offs on the
small hill before that first big one for the
season.
A general revision of our skills right now
will ensure that you both enjoy the summer ahead and maximise the flights that
you will do.
And who knows? Maybe your name will
be in the record books by the end of the
season.
December 1991

A report has just come to hand that our
illustrious president, Guenther Janssen,
has just done his novice Hang Glider
rating and is actually buying a hang glider.
There can only be two reasons for this.
One, he still wants to keep flying when the
wind gets too strong at Kalkite or two, he
is determined to glide across the bay to
land in his back yard - after two previous
attempts have ended up in the water.

less in case of aerial congestion, they happened to notice a young lady taking in the
sun - in her birthday suit. Despite the
distraction a safe landing was still made
on the village green.
This summer paragliding lift prices have
just been made available. This fust ride
on the chair will cost $13.00. If you decide
that flying is on for the day you then buy
another ticket for $13.00 and that allows
you to fly as many times as you like. For
locals and frequent flyers there is a summer season pass available and the ticket
office will give you more information on
cost and conditions. A reminder to all
pilots that you must see Heinz, Stuart or
Barry before you fly and if you have a
radio with you - call us on channel 18
UHFCB.

Received cards from a couple of our
members recently to say hello. From
Bright, Lorie Bell wrote to say with spring
arriving she had her best flight to date.
Thermalled up to 1400 ft above take off
for a one hour flight, her longest yet.
Also a card from Leif Hansen holidaying in Denmark after another season of
European flying. With the arrival of
winter Leif is going to put pen to paper
with some more stories for us.

l

Whilst in France for the Worlds. I had
the good fortune to bump into Alison
Syrett. Alison was in the British team and
said to say hello to everyone in Thredbo.
Bad news guys is that she is still with
Theirry Barboux who also wanted to be
remembered to everyone. Theirry is now
designing canopies and impressed
everyone with his new wing called
"Diablo".

Stuart Andrews

Stanwell Snippets
It's shaping up to be a great summer, the
flying here at Stanwell has been on so
much, when you get home from work you
say to yourself, "do I have to set up again",
but you do, day after day after day after
day, but for some, they inevitably have
some strange disease that prevents them
from even attending work, they spend all
day in the air trying desperately to find a

In cross country competition one of the
most important pieces of equipment to
carry is a camera.
This is used for r
taking task board I
photos, turn point 10 .' 3d
photos and landing I llakr
. ,.,. " 7';::;",8'""." )::::>:" ,",,, ::;

.

photos, and proVld. th
mg
at"It IS a data
back camera - is the
final proof of your
effort. hHeinz and
S tuart ave now
realised that a

spe erata

I Gl'd'
I .Img
. . .
L ,',' ' >.... .
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postage..~"-· '''U''I.L
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cam.era shoul~ be I~.
earned at all tImes. .
Not because they ac- I
complished a great I
cross country flight
but because whilst
flying over a certain
lodge in Thredbo
which shall go name-
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State and Club News cont ...
cure for this sickness and yes, we all know,
there is no cure. As time goes on the
sickness spreads and infests itself within
your bones, then to your friends and soon
there is no work just the endless challenge
to rid yourself of this thing that is taking
over your life, but to no avail, you fmally
except early retirement and become one
with the sickness and the air.
The Lawrence Hargraves International
competition is on from the 8th to the 16th
February, 1992, there is talk, that as NSW
does not at this stage, have a NSW State
Titles, that we may run them in conjunction with the Lawrence Hargraves Comp,
this is still in the negotiation stage. All the
details of the comp haven't yet been
worked out as we are still looking for a
Comp Director. By the time this
Skysailor reaches you though, most of the
details should have been worked out, so
you can contact myself for any information about the compo More details will be
published in the next issue.
At our last meeting Jo McNamara gave
a slide show on the recent Womens World
Championships in Austria, thanks Jo for
your great account of the event. Congratulations to all the Australian Women
who competed, and showing that the
women in Australia are very competitive
and a force to be reckoned with.
Anyone visiting Stanwell Park will now
find a new club sign next to the monument, this has all the site information with

drawings, ratings and a host of other information, essential reading for all newcomers to the site.
On the 14th December 1991 we are
hosting our club Christmas party at the
Helensburgh Workmens Club, this is different as previously printed, we will be
having a bush band so come along, bring
your friends and have a ball. Tickets
available from myself for $8.00 for non
club members or $5.00 for club members.
We have new windsocks for Bald Hill
thanks to Mark Mitsos, we should be
erecting them within a couple of weeks,
we have to install new poles etc, which
takes a bit of organising. It will be good
to have them back again after so long.
It's good to see that our club newsletter
is such a success, this just keeps everybody
up-to date with everything that's happening as usually be the time you receive
skysailor it's already happened.
Quite a few of our club members have
gone down to the Illawarra comp this
weekend to fly at some of the South Coast
sites, this should be an interesting comp
with quite a few of the top seeds flying in
it.
Our next meeting is on the first Sunday
in January 1992 at 8.00pm, at the
Helensburgh Workmens Club. We will
be having a barbecue which is free to club
members. So after flying all day come

Abbott's Rim, Lakeview, Oregon - photo Scott Jones

along to the meeting, bring your friends
and enjoy the barbe.
Safe flying,

Derrick Inglis
President

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club
The first Wednesday of the month came
around almost too quickly. Just for a
change, we held the meeting in the
Shellharbour Pub, with 12 members attending + Kiralie (4 112 months).
Rudi has found out that Tongarra TIO
is crown land, which means that all tree
chopping should be officially requested.
But if we don't make waves, we won't get
wet.
For all those club members who've been
waiting for an opportunity to get their tow
endorsement - here it is ... towing weekend
mid December. contact J ames for details
(971923).
We found Harry a new job - to read out
our correspondence. After 7 years of
being president of the club, and being a
teacher to boot, the withdrawal symptoms
of not being in front of us all were just too
much.
Jeff will now be our new librarian, mark
is stepping down - thanks mate for your
good work. It's thick rimmed glasses and
flat soled leather shoes on Jeff.
Further investigation is to be done on
getting access to Brokers Nose. James
will chase that up. It was also noted that
the Mt Kiera ramp has to be repaired and
some trees cleared.
Harry is keen on raising a club team for
the Tumut Nationals, probably just wants
to show off his new glider! Also wants to
spend a weekend down there as a club
fly-in. 30 November / 1 December was
proposed, that's if the Tongarra Comp
(Illawarra Hang Gliding Competition)
concludes after the first weekend.
In appreciation of his selfless efforts as
club president over the last 7 years, Harry
was presented with a spectacular trophy.
(The artist wished to remain anonymous
much to our .......... Harry's acceptance
speech then took up the rest of the night.
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Hope you found the Tongarra Comp
fun!

Aln~

See you all next meeting.
L+B+K

/~

Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club
Hi Everyone
Palmwoods and Monty have been turning
on some good flying recently and its even
dragged out a few pilots not seen for
sometime. Namely Colin Rushton and
Jeff Tonks, Shirley and Graham have also
had their ftrst thermal flights at Monty in
the last month.
Something I have never seen before "Six
gliders set up at Palmwoods"; Col Rushton, Rod Stoddart, Greg N ewnham, Brian
Braby, Ross Williams (visiting pilot) and
myself. All pilots, except Greg who went
ftrst and bombed out (bad luck mate) had
a good fly back to Monty. Rod had Byron
in his sites but couldn't make it past Scarrabalotties and had to hitch home.
Saturday the 9th November is the Fly-in
day, Wayne has organised in conjunction
with the Fairymount Festival. We hopefully will be flying from either Middle
mount or Tweed range launch back to
Kyogle. Joe Scott from the mid north
coast will be at the Festival giving introductory lessons on trike flying, to anyone
who is interested.
Please Note!!! It seems that some
clariftcation is required about the landing
and bombout paddocks at Coorabell.
The paddock to the right of the chicken
sheds is the preferred landing paddock.
The paddock that runs north/south along
the private asphalt road that leads to the
houses at the base of the ridge, to left of
launch is for bombouts and emergencies

ONLY.

HGAWA

Howdy Sandgropers
The summer season is well underway now
its timely to once again stress our respon-
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Victoria's Newest Fulltime School

Complete training from Day 1 to Advanced pilots

»

Progressive training techniques and equipment

»

We specialise towing for all levels of pilots

»

Less than 2 hours form Melbourne on the Hume freeway

»

Hill and Alpine training sites close to our airftelds

»

Tandem (TIF) Hang Glider Flights

»

Trike Instruction and Licensing courses (through Sky Cycles)

»

Payout Winches and Tow Systems

We currently have the new Blitz and Sting in stock; come for a test flight? Our new
towbar mounted payout winch is a real winner.
New and used gliders and equipment, and always free advice contact ...

.I --~
.-[~~
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:
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TonyDennis057623292or018574068
140 Clarke St Benalla Vic 3672

~l=iY/

Agents for
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attitudes. My tack is to know your limitations and don't under-estimate them. It
saddens me to hear of people getting hurt
in our sport because the press and the
authorities jump on it straight away over
react. If we can prove that we are capable
of self regulating ourselves adequately,
the sport will continue with the relative
freedom that we still enjoy.
Now then, preaching over, news time.
What there is of it. Gary Wright, Mark
McCumber and Paul Whatshisname
(sorry Paul), all flew personal bests from
Meckering. 4112 hours to cover 74 km via
7500 ft. Gary in a borrowed Mission - who
needs go fast stripes? I had a 3112 hour
flight covering 2500 km via 30,000 ft but I
left my glider in the shed.
I heard from Brad Cooke the other day.
Many of us will remember Brad as a previous president and it was great to catch
up with him. I also met one of our further
flung members in Lester Stanley from
Laverton who reminded me of how easy
we city pilots have it when we are getting
started. The November meeting apparently fell a bit short in attendance.
From what I heard, no one on the committee turned up - either none at all or
late. This goes to show that it ain't easy to
SKYSAILOR
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run an aSSOCIatIon smoot y an
eep a
day job boss and family happy at the same
time.
Thanks go to the guys who got things
going anyway. Finally, as some people
know, I'm taking my pencil and calculator
to the east coast so HGAWA will need a
new treasurer etc. I will want to read a
state news in Skysailor too, so I hope Brad
can fmd someone else to keep the ball
rolling. There has been times when I
thought that no one reads the Sandgroper
Notes but there will be one more
homesick body just hanging out for the
column each month. Thanks to all the
people that I've flown with over the years
in the West and come and see me in Victoria some time. Regards and hang in
there,
Keith Lush

State and Club News cont ...
Victoria
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PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

Skyhigh Paragliding Inc.
The Club has had two big events recent-

1y.
Firstly was a weekend in the Mt Cole
State Forrest about 2 hours drive west of
Melbourne.
About 40 flyers and friends turned up to
have a look at the sites that will be flown
in the Australian Open in January. We
had flyers come from Bright and Sydney
but it was blown out nearly all weekend
and only a few of us who got out of bed
early on Saturday were able to put in a
flight. It wasn't all a total loss as we
cleared up the Sugarloaf site which had
been recently widened by C & F workers
and inspected a few new sites. Many
people had not seen the spectacular Ben
Nevis launch and were very impressed,
but the wind was off to the east and it was
only possible to sit on the rock and watch
the Eagles soar.

The next big one was the Melbourne
Cup - very long weekend at Bright and this
time we flew and flew and flew. Several
of us put in our best XC Flights including
Steve "Big Bird" Thompson. Steve's flight
was even more remarkable because he
had just recovered from a serious loss of
voice, he proved to everyone he was back
to "normal" by going down on his knees at
the Webb's BBO and singing Rosie a
great version of his favourite love song
"I've got the grunting Aussie Macho Blues
again", Rosie was deeply moved and the
rest of us wet our pants.
On Sunday we headed over to Clear
Spot, west of Bright. This site had not
been flown before and Chris Guthrie became a Legend and Folk Hero by flying
off and putting in some good distance in
fairly average conditions.

be able to fly like a bloody hero no matter
what". Got the picture - hasten slowly.
Novice pilots should watch out as well.
Just because you see more experienced
pilots up there in thermals, getting thrown
around, having a good time and getting
away - don't think it's easy. It takes practice in calm morning and late afternoon
air. Flying in thermals is like good sex, it
takes time to feel your way in and out and
up and down, but if you take your time and
get it right - it can be great.
On a more positive note there are pilots
around now with several summers flying
experience and hot new gliders, they
should have every opportunity this summer to do their best flying ever - the best
flying Australian Paragliding has ever
seen - Go for it!
Keep it UP,

Robin Gauld

That night we partied again in the park.
Tuesday came and it was on at Mystic.
It was a good day to get a taste for summer. Everyone who flew that day knows
how tricky thermals can be if they are
being chopped up by a strong prevailing
wind. Be Warned - real summer can be
far hotter and wilder, many intermediate
pilots are now flying more advanced
wings, these wings are going to be less
stable. Don't get Intermediate Pilot
Syndrome, this famous condition goes
something like this - "I'm good now - In
fact I'm better than I really am, so I should

Toni Ramollf approaching Loferer Steinberger, Austria on XC
from Kossen -photo Rob Hibberd

Yes, the Whitsundays Hang Gliding
Club is finally off the ground with our first
meeting held on 29 August 1991. At this
meeting a committee was elected as follows:
President: David Redman (079) 552740
Secretary: Ron Huxhagon (079) 552913
Treasurer: John Fielder (079) 577212
Thanks to Ron Huxhagon for his persistence (although sometimes frustrating)
efforts which has definitely got the ball
rolling.
The( club is now an approved association
which is affiliated with Oueenslands
Region 2, and our incorporation approval
should be through any day now. We have
already started raising funds through selling club T-shirts and we're looking very
healthy with 15 members at this stage from Mackay, Whitsunday and Hinterland regions. Most of our members arose
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through Dave Lamont's Whitsunday
Hang Gliding school, which he has been
successfully running over the years.

The SAHGA Saga

A brief background on some of our
recent achievements would firstly be the
rebuilding of the Eungella ramp in June
which got the nod of approval by pilots in
the Eungella Compo Also at Eungella the
National Parks rangers and ourselves arranged a day and got stuck into the trees.
About half a dozen were sliced which in
the past comps has successfully snagged
many gliders.

SAHGA

However this years comp was different
with our trees failing to capture a single
glider.
On the 6th October the club did a Hang
Gliding (towing) demonstration in front
of approximately 10,000 people at the
Mackay Airshow. Ron Huxhagon's towbar mounted payout winch was used of
which he has successfully produced and
sold many throughout Australia. The
first pilot to be towed up was Ron, then
later John Fielder. Unfortunately in an
Airshow you haven't got time to go looking for thermals and speck out, so the tows
were quickly executed. Also Neville
Hoger flew his trike in the show.
Anyway Safe Flying

Dave Redman, President
North East Victoria Hang
Gliding Club

~~~G

~

~
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Is currently updating its membership
list. Anyone wishing to join our club and
receive its FREE newsletter should forward the following details to John Schilling, 39 Elgin Street, Myrtleford VIC
3737:
Name, address, phone number, VHF
callsign, whether HG or PG pilot, flying
frequency (week-ends only or 'anytime').
I. Schilling

December 1991

been lost due to track erosion and landowner discontent. Contact Col Millard
for details. Lochiel westerly site also closing as usual for the fire ban season in
mid-November.
Fly high .....

Queensland

by Ace Udo-Nimb

As I write, the SA state comps are in
mid-session. For the first time for several
years the comps are being held over a
week-long period, which has given interstate pilots a better chance of attending
and we have renamed the comp as the
South Australian Open.
Some notable visitors have arrived, including former world champ Rick Duncan, top ten pilot Alan Beavis and Len
Paton, the ex South Aussie from Forbes.
The wedgies attacked 2 visitors and 1
local on the practice day!
Just like the Grand Prix, the weather
hasn't been too co-operative and only one
round has been held so far - a 40 km tow
launched triangle which no one completed, but Len Paton was about 1 km
short followed by Rick Duncan. The
visitors have not been too impressed by
the size of our sites or our weather over
the fust 3 days. Steve Blenkinsop won the
weekend comp prize for his flight on Day
1 and Ross Williams of NSW won a slot
for his spot landing on Day 2.
SAHGA is encouraging as many pilots
as possible to become properly tow-endorsed. Please contact a tow-endorsed
instructor or examiner if you want to tow
and don't yet have an endorsement.
Remember the SAHGA Xmas Show
will be on at the Edinburgh Hotel,
Mitcham on Friday 6th December at 7.30
pm and the awards from the State Comp
will be presented there.
Rumour has it that one of our highest
sites, the E-NE trig point at Lochiel has

SKYSAILOR

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
Recent experience has shown that all
Queensland pilots should be subscribing
members of the Queensland Ambulance
Service. Yearly membership costs are
minimal, and compared to the costs for
even a modest ambulance trip, it is
defmitely cost effective.
A number of club members were
recently involved in a peripheral activity
to our sport - the Annual Noosa River
Birdman Rally. The day provided a number of amusing sights. The first was Paul
Carter doing some sort of Maori war
chant when the organisers advised him
that his cut down GT was about 40 mm
too wide. After some adjustments and
four letter ~ords, Jack Nash managed to
fly the craft a winning 29 metres, with
Speedie in second place. For those pilots
who didn't fly. the bikini clad bathing
beauties did the trick.
Merry Christmas and a safe New Year.
Ron Rimkus, President

Notice to Pilots Flying Rainbow Beach,
Queensland
The Widgee Shire Council at a recent
meeting have totally prohibited pilots
landing in the bathing area of the beach,
that is, the area between the two fences on
the beach. In order to limit and further
restrictions, please obey this instruction.
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NORTHERN BEACHES NEWS .
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As spring fades away, it's
ROLL ON SUMMER! And what a
season it's going to be on
the sunny Northern Beaches.

for. We'd rather assist
in you enjoying the day
than
scraping
you and
public members off
the
ground and lose the site.

Whilst the Reports of great
flights are coming in, so too
is the news of numerous take
off incidents. One factor is
commonplace
COMPLACENCY.
After the big winter lay-off,
pilots are coming back to the
hill and not thinking about
what they are doing - stalled
launches, non-level
wings,
inadequate
run-offs, over
correction are all symptoms
of getting rusty over the
winter
and
coming
back
thinking "You've still got
it!"
Maybe you have? But
THINK about every take off.
Think about:

The First-Aid Kit at Long
Reef has been expanded and
now includes a key to the
boom gate to allow a vehicle
to drive to the top in the
case of an injury - it's NOT
to
be used for shuttling
gliders. The Kit is located
in the Warringah Surf Rescue
Base in the Carpark and is
available to any pilot in an
emergency (usually together
with
the assistance of a
trained First-Aider from the
rescue base).

*

Wind direction/strength
allow for any cross-wind
component and a harder run
for lighter days (although
EVERY
launch
should
incorporate
the hardest
run possible
SPEED IS
SAFETY! )

*

Wings level on takeoff dropping a wing tip will
result in a bushwalk with
your glider on (if you're
lucky) or, on some of our
other sites, a swim.

*

Plan your flight'path~when
away from the launch think
about where the optimum
lift areas are.

*

Plan a bomb-out area for
landing should you fail to
get up
summer sees a
massive crowding of our
Beaches - if the beach is
the
ONLY
bomb-out
or
landin-g---area, and
it's
crowded
DON"T FLY!!!
Injuring a member of the
public
will
almost
certainly
lead
to
a
closure of our sites.

*

*
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Don't be in too much of a
hurry to get into prone
remember (as some people
haven't) you still have to
fly the
glider
whilst
changing positions. Think
about staying in the lift
band (which is narrow , on
some sites) and getting
level
and
comfortable
first.
ASK! ! !
If in doubt
That's what we're there
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Great
flights
along
the
stretch of coastline
have
been recorded, together with
a day that saw Glen Salmon so
high above Barrenjoey that a
crossing over Broken Bay to
the Central Coast would have
been theoretically possible a lack of back up in the
event of failure stopped Glen
going for it, but I would be
surprised not to see this gap
crossed this Summer.
Thanks go to Glen for his
efforts in procuring a copy
of the film "Icarus" from
the Australian Film Library.
This movie is in storage for
posterity
and
is
NOT
generally
available. The
Club now has a copy which is
available to members.
Congratulations go to Massa
on his marriage 3 months ago
- another one bites the dust!
More
congratulations
to
Michelle Azar who
finally
shook
the
"jinx" tag by
showing up at the Reef in a
perfect 15knot NorEaster to
finally
take
that
long
awaited tandem flight.
Looks
like another pilot is born!

• • •
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Also, congratulations
to
"Wazza" Warwick who, on our
meeting night celebrated 6
years with his lady (what a
woman that can stand him for
that
long!). Fortunately,
Wazza got
his
priorities
right
and
skipped
the
romantic dinner she prepared
for the two of them to attend
our
November
meeting,
together
with
85
other
members!
And what a meeting it was!
Brian Hayhow from Enterprise
Wings gave us a run down on
his set-up, followed by
a
lecture by Mark Newland on
Cross Country Flying. Judy
Leden was seen sitting there
carefUlly listening to some
of "Mort's" tactics - watch
out
next
time
Mark!
Fortunately for "Mort" but
unfortunately for us, people
had to be pulled up asking
more questions as the pub . was
about to kick us out - it was
AFTER closing time. Thanks
to
Brian and Mark for a
brilliant ev.ening.
Nick King has kindly donated
a copy of a promotional video
he
has
produced for Lee
Scott's High Adventure Air
Park.
It's
superb! Anyone
wanting a look at the Park
if you've been there or not is welcome to borrow it.
If
you
haven't
been
there,
you'll go once you've seen
what it's all about.
Don't
forget, due
to the
Xmas/New
Year
comps
and
fly-ins, there
will be NO
January meeting. The
next
meeting will be Tuesday 4th
February
1992, which
will
also be the Annual General
Meeting - at Jade's Bistro,
Dee
Why
Hotel, Pittwater
Road, Dee
Why
at
7:30pm
SHARP.
The Committee - Dane Snelling
(Treasurer), Peter
Cairns
(Secretary) and myself would
like to take this opportunity
of wishing you all a Xmas and
New Year that will be filled
with many height gains and
happy, safe memories.
In the meantime ..... .
FLY HIGH AND KEEP SAFE.
JOHN HAJJE
PRESIDENT
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ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS

1992 Range
Just Arrived!

Safety and Performance
MALIBU - The ultimate ridge soaring machine, a superb thermalling canopy that gives lift on the lightest
breeze. Speed system allows good penetration in stronger winds. From $34S0. Gutesiegel Class 2 :
1.S.S2.1/2/3.
PAPILLON - An excellent intermediate canopy. Three riser system, very good speed range, 6:1 + glide
ratio, and good sink rate make this an ideal coastal or inland canopy. From $29S0. Delivery pending on
final results of certification. Factory tested to Class A and pending Class 1 certification.
FD/JAGUAR - Already a classic in Europe with over SOOO sold. Exceptionally easy to launch, very stable
and forgiving, makes this an ideal first canopy, especially for the inland pilot. Performance to satisfy
intermediate pilots but easy to fly. From $24S0. Gutesiegel Class 1 : GS 01-098-89, ACFPULS, Pl-4S, 46.
Like a second chance? Our emergency parachutes start from $585 with long or short bridle.
Also available: Tandem FD/JAGUAR models, Competition SUPER PSYCHIC.

Call for a deal on demonstration canopies priced from $lS00.

Garry Stevenson

Phone 018 351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
December 1991
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Moyes Pod Harness med $150 ono ph Mark
(065) 668529
XS 142 (Adv) 6 mths old 12 hrs airtime fluro
yellow power rib $3600 ph Helen (064) 575073
Paragllder Flreblrd Ninja 27 sq m current state
of the art canopy with v low UV hrs for $3500 you
too can fly like Robbie Whittal ph Active Air
Sports (042)942584
The Ultimate Mars 170 (Nov) only 12 hrsairtime
mintcond no prangsgreen LEyeliow M &USred
insert mylar for LE & exc handling also
Moyes Pod Blue suit 5'10"-6' pilot also
AirBorne helmet size 56-58 the best beginner's
package around only $1650 the lot or ring for
indiv prices (049) 498415 AH
Moyes XS 142 (Adv) yellow scrim LE pink &
turquoise US tip levers etc flys perfectly 14 mths
old with v very low hrs only flown occasionally by
busy editor/mother/business woman 1$3200 ono
ph Marie (066) 280356
'
Foil 152C (Adv) $3200 will take trade ph (065)
565265

Stolen 1 Still missing from Byron Bay
Gyro 160 blue LE yellow TE rainbow in between,
all pilots please look out for this glider phone
Shirley (066) 857147W, 858147 H

WANTED 1 Tandem glider (Dream) ph Ross
(049) 431900

GTR 162 (lnt) user friendly red white & blue be
a patriot in virtually any
Troutman
country or at any bi-centennial
$800 ono ph Alaric (049)
430674 evenings

Trike Buzzard 532 complete unit with AirBorne
tow system , altimeter temp gauge & parachute
37 hrs since overhauled all on registered trailer
$8500 ono ph Danny 018 494505

Mars 170 (Nov) red & white gd
cond $1000 ph (049) 772273

Moyes Meteor 170 (Int) suit heavy pilot gd 2nd
glider gd cond $600 ph (049) 332384

GTR 162 (Int) blue LE yellow
TS white US vg cond flies exceptionally well no flutters
ideal first high perf glider $950
ph (043) 329374

Foil 160B Racer (Int) pink LE grey US gd cond
$1600 also
Foil 160B (lnt) blue LE rainbow US gd cond $950
reluctant sale due to travelling ph Tony (042)
962976

Probe 11175 (Int) ex cond blue
LE white MS yellow US stored
carefully for last 3 yrs Mylar tip
panels tight clean sail $800 or
make an offer ph (02) 5451449

Sky Systems Bug harness pod style 1 to suit
5'9" $200, 1 to suit 5'4" $200 also
Air Support harness brand new to be replaced
with Air Support harness bearing sponsor's logo
(valued at $650) $450 also
Danny Scott Racer suit 5'9" $450 also
Klafsky harness (NB: same style as X-Act 1) suit
5'9" $150 also
Ball M20 vario $250 ph AirBorne Windsports
(049) 499199

Mission 170 (Nov) red LE yellow US white MS
speed bar & faired king post top cond low airtime
$1900 ph Wal (043) 329228

Paragllder IlV Rubis 27 (6578 kg pilot) serious beginner/intermediate as new Pierre
Bouilloux "Air Support" harness + helmet incl $3200 ph
Patrick Crittenden (02)
7465408
Moyes 151 WB (Int) black
white pink ex cond low hrs no
tears no flutters never been
bent best offer ph Neil (060)
215032
AirBorne Trike Buzzard 532
Arrow II with chute trailer & tow
system 65 hrs v gd cond $9000
ph Chris (049) 631840
Foil 160B (lnt) white with red
US triangle $800 ono also
AirBorne Sting (Nov) All white
v low hrs (12 hrs) $2300 ono
also
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Paragllder Edel Corniche & Sky systems harness all as new bargain at $1500 also
GTR 162 (Int) just overhauled $650 (02) 9978436

XS Easy (Int) 15 mths use top cond faired
king post speed bar king post hang v easy to
handle $2100 also
Payout winch system with 2000' new line,
mounts on ute station wagon or trailer, built in
tension metre fast retrieve not used since Forbes
ph John (02) 4122098

NEW SOUTH WALES

Christmas flying with Phillip

Gyro 180 (Nov) brand new cond 1 owner low hrs
black & rainbow looks great matching harness &
helmet incl $1400 ph (043) 257908

Falhawk Athlete 10.5 double risers orange &
purple gd cond 2 yrs old glide ratio 5: 1 $2300
ono (02) 4283684

SKYSAILOR

GTR 162 World Beater (Int) v tasteful colours all
faired options this is a great glider at a bargain
price $1000 ph Bob (065) 540416

IlV Meteor 103 paraglider sail in ex order new
lines fitted & not used $2200 also
Briiuniger PII altimeter/Vario as new $400 ph
Stuart (064) 576190 after 5pm
Mission 170 (Nov) purple LE fluro yellow TS
white US ex cond $2000 ph Ian (02) 3441598 W
or 4197139 H
Foil 160B Racer (Int) fluoro orange mylar LE
black & fluoro orange US aerofoil uprights &
kingpost $1350 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) fluoro orange mylar LE
black & fluoro orange US sleeved LE's can be
removed $2350 Len (068) 537220
Foil 152 Combat (Adv) fluoro pink LE grey &
pink US narrow A-frame version $2250 also

December 1991

Foil 160B Kevlar
Racer (Int) ex cond
fluro pink LE crimson & grey US
$2500 ono ph Col
(088) 273218
Edge 582 LC dual
ignition incl full instrumentation water
proof cover trailer
ramps also with
Contest intercom
headset helmets
(the best money
can buy) low hrs absolutely in new cond
must sell ph Chris
Hunter
(08)
3220813 all hrs
Moyes 162 WB (Int)
pink & blue US & TS
white parallel plus
MS & LE, this sky
Cotes Point with Mt Greenly in background west of Pt Lincoln
ship took me 251
km
to
hold
SA - phot by John Mills
Australian Distance
to goal record, pretPod-lite Harness pink with fluoro yellow flat
ty & well cared for ~ below market value
angled boot tow loops packs up to convenient
at $1700 ono ph Jules Makk (08) 2611902
small backpack suit 5'4"-5'6" $260 also
anytime
Lindsay Ruddock LR2 vario digital altimeter
QNH QFE total energy temp compensated adXS 155 (Adv) kingpost hang $2500 Garry Fimeri
justable climb & sink alarm etc ph Jen (068)
(08) 3870783
537220
Foil 155 (Int) red LE rainbow US white TS exc
cond 2 spare uprights manual batten profile &
custom made waterproof glider bag a bargain at
$1100 ono ph Richard (02) 6312604
Probe 165 (Int) airworthy but battens need work
any offer also
GTR 162 (Int) genuine near immac blue LE &
white speed bar VG faired kingpost coated wire
luff lines new hardware $1500 also
Lindsay Ruddock vario $200 also
Ball 651 modified to 652 specs $550 also
Air Support "Wedgy" harness suit 180 cm with
up to 96cm chest $400 also
paragllder Edel Aero Corniche high perf with
harness & rucksack genuine 1 hr airtime being
sold cheap for financial reasons price on enquiry
also
2nd hand chutes to sell ask for Forrest (02)
4502674 BH 9972238 AH

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Icom UHF hand held radio with accessories
$395 also
Pitchy save your armsl $25 also
Meteor 170 (Int) gd cond $600 also
Towing bridle with release $5 also
Hyperkite's 'Elite' stunt kite 8.5 ft span its
brand new cost $395 sell $250 also
Balloon drop equip $90 ph Chris (08) 3220813
GTR 162 VG (lnt) white LE & TS red US world
beater profile speedbar downtubes & king post
are faired low hrs no tears exceptional cond for
this type of glider incl. manual batten profile &
full set of pack up padding mellow high perf
glider priced to sell @ $800 ono also
Falred downtube suit GTR $70 also
Cocoon harness suit pilot approx 6' vg cond
$60 also
Base, lead (3.5 m) & plug for UHF car radio aerial
$8 also
Touch -tone coder for remote access to answering machines $30 ph Max Browne (08) 2692409
H 3484433 W
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QUEENSLAND
Aero 170 (Nov) 35 hrs
young blue white blue
ex cond $2200 ph Ken
(070) 556762 or 381425

Flight
deck
altimeter/vario/airspeed
indicator digital altimeter 0-20000 ft, vario
dual scale 0-800, 0-1600
fpm, airspeed indicator
0-80 mph rechargeable
battery + wall charger &
a car charger $420 ph
Neil (07) 2571033 W
3566718 H
Foil 170B Full Race (Int)
dk blue LE pink US white
TS v gd cond flies well
cheap must sell $1200
ph Steve (074) 941867
GTR 162 WB (lnt) pink
LE black US white TS
kevlar TE fully faired
spare upright this is the
top of the range WB, LD
same as XS v gd cond
$1950 ph Nick (074)
492972

Blitz 146 (Adv) v gd cond can verify 6 flying days
less than 10 hrs able to transport in cylinder
owner to leave country shortly must sell OFFERS
ph (079) 792562
Esprit 158 (Int) maroon LE & US white MS gd
cond great low cost high performer only $700 ph
Ian (070) 535821 after 6pm before 9pm
XACT Mil harness suit 5'11" med build pink &
grey $350 ono ph (07) 8881010
Foil 140B (lnt) pink scrim LE dk bluelfluoro yellow US low hrs exc cond 2 spare uprights ph Fran
(079) 592184 AH, 576145 BH
Foil Combat 152 (Ad v) sleeved for speed never
stacked 1 yr old ex cond orange/pink US grey LE
$3100 ono also
GTR 162 Race (lnt) gd cond $1100 ono also
Moyes Pod 180 cm $250 ph (079) 473279
XS 155 (Adv) king post hang grey scrim yellow/pink US Eungella '91 B grade winning glider
in top order $3400 ph Dave (079) 552740
Mission 170 (Nov) low hrs ex cond with batten
profiles manuals etc & gd quality pod harness
fitted with parachute, unused & L1tek VE12
varlo and Barlgo altimeter on a quick clamp &
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Mission 170 (Nov) red
yellow white $1750 also
GTR WB 162 (lnt) fluro
orange green white +
Moyes harness large +
chute + Oz Electronic
vario $2750 (075)
312043
Moyes XACT harness
suit 5'11"-6'2" slim build
blue & yellow v gd cond
$500 ph (07) 3941064

Foil 160B Kevlar Race (Int) all the good gear
nice colours gd cond $1700 also
XS 169 (Adv) 5 mths old with fins great colours
blue red yellow power rib beautiful to fly $3800
bargain also
XT 165 Moyes new Intermediate glider certified
2 mths old $2400 ph (070) 537768

Phone 065 650042

For ALL your SUMMER flying needs
Trileing

000

* AirBorne and the Pommie
ones

Hang gliding * Moyes/Enterprise/AirBorne
* Towing
* Fun Flying
* Coastal and/or inland
Lessons, sales and service you can't go past:

Skylimit
113 Goulds Lane
Clybucca
(20 kms north of Kempsey, just off the highway)
Phone Joe Scott, Manager, 065 650042
p.s. extra special rates for fresh green coconuts,
you Queenslanders, you ...
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finally a helmet $2750 ono ph Russell (07)
8583245 BH

Trike 95_32 Hornet Raven 2 seat BCAR section
Slow hrs top cond $9500 ph (03) 5875975 BH

Foil 150B Racer (Int) yellow LE pink & orange
US gd cond $1800 ph (07) 8494821

Trike 95_32 AirBorne Edge 58260 hrs full instruments top cond $13800 ph (03) 5848325 AH

Ball 651 vario dual scale with 1ft increment digital altimeter $600 also
Harness CG 1000 front entry redlblue colour as
new cond foot adjustable CG slider radio pocket
camera attachment suit 5'10"-6'2" med build
$550 ph (07) 8012262

Beginner Package Deal!! Altair 145 (Nov) only 4
hrs flying time) ex cond with training wheels
batten profile & extra upright tubing ex cond
$1100 the lot ph Kathy (052) 739209

Blitz 155 (Adv) special comp model white tri-ax
LE black/blue US kevlar TE spare upright XC bag
$3500 leave message (079) 723595 AH
Foil Combat 152 (Adv) as new 6 hrs airtime
$3450 ph Barry (07) 2040569
GTR 162 Race (Int) orange US & LE low airtime
$1200 ono also
XS 155 (Adv) green LE green & orange US fluoro
green TS king post hang easy to handle $2400
ono ph John (07) 3452233
XS 154 (Adv) fluor green LE orange & pink US
gd cond $2000 or swap for Mission 170 to same
value ph Dean (07) 2066597)
XS 155 (Adv) gd cond flies well fluoro green with
blue LE $3000 also
Moyes pod with parachute (brand new) $800 ph
Glen (070) 518236

VICTORIA
GTR 162 Race (Int) green LE green & orange US
$1500 ono ph John (03) 8744346 AH
Paraglider (Nov-Int) Fun & Fly XCell 22m2
Gutesiegel 1 rated "Alpine: style paraglider with
reliable handling & good speed range. Superb
cond fluro yellow & pink comes with harness &
backpack $1700 also
Paragllder Arrow XL 31 m 2 high aspect ratio high
performance canopy Virtually unused with backpack dk blue & fluro yellow asymmetric layout,
$2350 ph Kevin Rooke (03) 7638196
Rumour 156 (Adv) fluro orange mylar LE & TE
yellow & black US co-ordinates effortlessly a joy
to fly with state of the art perf & construction 14
mths old 100 hrs v gd cond UK's most popular
high perf glider 1990/91 suit int/adv pilot $3650
ph Kevin Rooke (03) 76381'96

Flash 2a Trike absolutely as new 100% legal less
than 30 hrs total time top of the line model with
rear seat steering map pockets wheel spats
drum brakes cruise throttle 3 blade prop carby
heater a full panel of instruments & of course the
Flash speed wing new $22000 sell $18500 (03)
4396083 or 7441305
XS 155 (Ad v) king post hang gd cond flys like an
eagle $2150 also
XS 142 goes like a bullet handles like a dream
low hrs $2950 ph Angus (03) 5722568
Gyro 11160 (Nov) near new cond ideal 1st glider
for lady &lor light pilot pretty colours $1250 (059)
646055 Fiona or Harry
Paraglider - Komet 29 25m 2 suit 55-100 kg 2.5
yrs old white yellow red green in gd cond suit
learner $1850 ono ph (052) 376486
Pegasus Q Powered hang glider fluro pink LE
white MS dk blue & pink US carbon fibre prop ex
cond $12000 ono also
Zephir 165 (lnt) high perf bowsprit glider 80%
double surf red LE white MS rainbow US heaps
of spares ex cond 1st person to test fly will buy
$1500 ono will freight anywhere in Australia or
will trade also
Aero 170 (Nov) white LE & MS yellow US v gd
cond $1900 ono also
Mission 170 (Nov) fully faired speed bar new
cond black LE aqua & black MS & US one of a
kind gliderl $2300 ono also
ph Steve Ruffels (057) 551724
XS 155 (Adv) white scrim LE pink warp MS mid
blue warp US gd cond $2500 for quick sale ph
Tony Klemm (052) 441587 AH

Mars 170 (Nov) rainbow MS gd cond $1050 also
Moyes Pod large basically new $425 ph Brian
(058) 292349
Parachute Parachutes Australia properly
stored & maintained perf cond with repack $350
ph John Twomey (03) 3976033
Pegasus Q as new cond suit new buyer low hrs
always hangared full spec instruments the quiet
efficient & ideal alternative for $14500 able to
pack for transport to anywhere in Australia or
overseas also
Pegasus Q as featured on front cover of
Skysports full spec instruments currently hangared a bargain at $12500 also
Pegasus Quasar? second hand? call for details
Mike Coburn at Airpower (03) 4172130 or Fax
(03) 4174964

ACT
EF6 Rigid Wing (Int) ex cond redlblue MS with
sunset rudders faired A-frame & kingpost top
little thermal hunter suit Ballarat pilot or those
wanting to stand out in the crowd $800 or best
offer ph Mike (06) 2923796 getting into sport sale

XS 155 (Adv) blue scrim LE fluoro yellow warp
MS mid blue US easy to see in the air & in gd
cond $2500 ph Robert Ruge (052) 296179

lTV Paragllder Vega 100 26m 2 65-85 kg class 1
ex cond glide ratio 5 + with harness & bag $2300
ph David (060) 246501

AirBorne Trike Arrow Buzzard 503 air cooled
engine ex cond red LE yellow/red US $6500 ph
John (03) 8022682 or 8776047 BH

Paraglider Swing Zenith with speed system 13
mths old & 17 hr airtime save canopy German
gutesiegel2E, 23 sq m pilot weight 60 - 75 kg LID
~ 6,0 speed range 23-40 km/h $3000 ph Heinz
(03) 5791839 AH

Mission 170 (Nov) 1 owner gd cond blue LE pink
& grey US $1950 ono ph Steve (09) 4451593 H
3810444 W

Trike AirBorne Osprey 21 0 two seater reg 95.10
with Bullet Backup parachute Rotax 503 ex
motor must sell $5100 ono Gavin Bond (03)
8284848 BH

Falhawk Neo ex cond 19 sq m $2600 also
Harley Contrail 21 sq m $1950 also
Davron 200 & varlo with 2 alt $450 contact Cris
(03) 6612828 BH

Western Australia

Foil 155 (Int) yellow LE blue/yellow US gd cond
$1300 ono ph Warren (09) 4466456
WANTED! Gyro 145 ph Southern Aurora Hang
Gliding School (09) 4466456
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1 189 PARK. 551
Iii I fN5BURGH 2508
Ph. 042 942 052

XT, Born to Fly
This glider is so keen to fly you have to keep
it locked up.
,
The new Moyes XT is setting new standards
in recreational hang gliders, so much so tl:Iat
it is the only recreational glider in Aus~raha
certified by t,he internationally recogmsed
U.S.H.G.M.A.
Beginners to adv~I?-ced pilots are raving over
this new and eXCItmg Moyes XT.

••

Moyes Delta Glide rs Pty Ltd
173 Bro nte Rd., Wave rley,
N.S.W. 2024 Aust ra lia
Tel: (02) 387 5114 (02) 387 5622
Fax: (02) 387 4472

Moyes Ca li fornia 22021 Covello St.,
Cali fo rnia 91303.
Tel: (8il!) 887 3361 (818) 7020612
Fax: (O~) 7020612

Special features include:
EASY SETUP, with new Moyes high-tech
construction. VERY STABLE PITCH, to ease
your way through turbulence like a pro.
Th~ SINK RATE of the XT will put you on
top of the stack. The EASY TURNING gives
you heaps of confidence and is so FAST that
you'll need it.
Don't stand there looking!
Try one now, before it flies off without you .

